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Resumen
Esta Tesis describe el trabajo de investigación realizado sobre pulsos ópticos gen-
erados por láseres de semiconductor con duración de decenas de picosegundos. El
trabajo se ha enfocado sobre diodos láser de cavidad vertical a 1550 nm, trans-
misores ópticos muy prometedores por sus ventajosas características en el entorno
de las comunicaciones ópticas en fibra con modulación directa. El elevado ancho
de banda previsto para las futuras redes ópticas requiere el conocimiento detallado
de las propiedades eléctricas de los transmisores, así como de las propiedades de los
pulsos generados por éstos que transportan la información binaria. En la presente
Tesis, se describen los diferentes logros alcanzados en la caracterización de dicho
tipo de láseres y de los pulsos generados por ellos, así como sus aplicaciones en un
entorno de comunicaciones ópticas. Se han caracterizado láseres de cavidad vertical
con emisión a 1550 nm, basados en pozos cuánticos y unión túnel, a través de medi-
das estáticas y dinámicas de la impedancia eléctrica y de la respuesta en modulación
entre 0 y 10 GHz. Se han modelado los parásitos eléctricos y el circuito eléctrico
equivalente de la estructura del dispositivo teniendo en cuanta los efectos de captura
y escape de los portadores en los pozos cuánticos. Se han calculado los parámetros
intrínsecos de los dispositivos a partir de las medidas realizadas. Se han empleado
los dispositivos así caracterizados para la generación de pulsos con duraciones tan
pequeñas como 55 ps a diferentes frecuencias de repetición, utilizando la técnica de
conmutación de ganancia. Se ha medido la duración, la amplitud del pico, el jitter
y el ancho espectral de los pulsos en función de los parámetros de conmutación de
ganancia. Se ha investigado el efecto de la inyección óptica sobre los pulsos gener-
ados con dichos láseres de cavidad vertical conmutados en ganancia, obteniéndose
una reducción del jitter en un amplio rango de los parámetros de inyección. Se ha
diseñado e implementado un codificador de acceso múltiple por división de códigos
ópticos (OCDMA) basado en líneas ópticas de retardo que emplea los pulsos gener-
ados por los dispositivos conmutados en ganancia. Finalmente, se ha propuesto y
demostrado una novedosa implementación de la técnica de reconstrucción de fase por
medio de la diferenciación óptica ultra rápida (PROUD), para la caracterización en
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amplitud y fase de pulsos ópticos. El diferenciador óptico necesario para la técnica
ha sido realizado con un interferómetro birrefringente basado en fibra mantenedora
de la polarización. Se ha medido la variación instantánea de la frecuencia (time
resolved chirp) de pulsos de diferente duración y forma, obtenidos con un laser
conmutado en ganancia, y el factor de ensanchamiento de linea del laser utilizaso.
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Abstract
This Thesis describes the research work that has been carried out on the generation
of optical pulses, with duration of tens of picoseconds, from semiconductor lasers.
The work is focused on 1550 nm Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSEL),
which are promising optical transmitters due to their advantageous characteristics
in the context of fiber optical communications with directly modulated sources. The
high bandwidth expected for future optical networks requires the accurate knowl-
edge of the transmitter electrical properties and of the laser generated optical pulses
which carry the binary information. This Thesis describes the various achievements
obtained in the characterization of these devices and the generated pulses, as well
as their applications to an optical communications environment. VCSELs emitting
at 1550 nm, based on quantum wells and tunnel junction, have been characterized
by static and dynamic impedance measurements and modulation response between
0 and 10 GHz. The electrical parasitics and the equivalent circuit of the device
have been modeled, taking into account the effects of capture and escape of carriers
in quantum wells, and the laser intrinsic parameters have been calculated from the
measurements. The VCSELs have been used for pulse generation using the gain
switching technique, obtaining the shortest duration of 55 ps at different repetition
frequencies. The duration, peak amplitude, jitter and spectral width of the pulses
have been measured as a function of the gain switching conditions. The effect of
optical injection on the pulses generated by gain switched VCSELs has been inves-
tigated, obtaining a jitter reduction over a wide range of injection parameters. An
Optical Code Division Multiple Access (OCDMA) encoder based on optical delay
lines has been designed and implemented, using the optical pulses generated by the
gain switched devices. Finally, a novel implementation of the Phase Reconstruc-
tion using Optical Ultrafast Differentiation (PROUD) technique has been proposed
and demonstrated for optical pulse characterization in amplitude and phase. The
optical differentiator required in the PROUD technique has been realized with an
interferometer based on birefringent polarization maintaining fiber. The instanta-
neous frequency, i.e. the time resolved chirp, of pulses with different durations and
v
shapes obtained from a gain-switched laser, and the laser linewidth enhancement
factor have been measured.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The development of semiconductor lasers, optical fibers and receivers in the last
three decades has increased the speed and capacity of fiber based telecommunica-
tion systems all over the world and great research effort has been dedicated to the
improvement of optical communication techniques towards the next generation op-
tical networks. The semiconductor laser plays a crucial role in this scenario, as the
modulation speed of the whole channel is limited by the modulation speed of the
light transmitter. Externally modulated sources, where the laser is always on and
a fast shutter modulates the laser output with the information bit sequences, allow
to reach high modulation speeds over long distances, paying the price of employing
the external modulator as an additional optical component. Directly modulated
light sources, where the diode laser is directly driven by an electrical signal, are the
preferred choice with respect to externally modulated lasers in medium and short
distances communication channels, due to the direct integration on electrical cir-
cuits and the reduced costs. Thus, academic and industrial research groups have
focused their attention on the development of semiconductor lasers with high fre-
quency modulation response and optical output characteristics optimized for the
fiber optic channel.
The advent of Distributed Feedback (DFB) lasers and Multi Quantum Well
(MQW) active regions represented a big step towards better performances, as these
devices offer single longitudinal mode emission and higher modulation speed with
respect to the Fabry Perot bulk volume diode lasers. A strong competitor to MQW's
DFB lasers, specially in short distance applications, is the Vertical Cavity Surface
Emitting Laser (VCSEL), due to its intrinsic single mode operation, very high mod-
ulation speeds recently reported, low threshold and low power consumption together
with wafer level testability and consequently reduced manufacturing cost.
High speed diode lasers are interesting light sources for optical pulse genera-
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tion with duration of picoseconds and less, which find applications in many dif-
ferent fields, such as fundamental physics research [Gibb 96], material processing
[Momm 96], optical ranging [Besl 88] and biomedical instrumentation [Ster 89]. The
namely most used techniques for laser pulse generation are mode locking, Q switch-
ing and gain switching [Vasi 00]. The advantage of a gain switched (GS) laser, with
respect to the other two techniques, is its simple implementation and the flexibility
of pulse duration and repetition rates that can be obtained. In GS semiconductor
lasers, only an external DC and AC electrical sources are needed, as the pulse genera-
tion is obtained with direct electrical modulation, by proper choice of the modulation
parameters. On the other hand, GS lasers generate highly chirped pulses, as the
instantaneous frequency of the pulse is affected by strong temporal variations due
to the intrinsic nature of a GS laser diode. This phenomenon is specially relevant in
communications environment, where an accurate characterization of the pulse chirp
is often required in order to properly model the pulse propagation in fiber. More
generally, the knowledge of the instantaneous frequency of an optical pulse is an
interesting and attractive field of research, as it is often required for a more accurate
insight on the optical signal.
GS VCSELs emitting around 850 nm have been investigated extensively by many
research groups. Anyway, Long Wavelength (LW) VCSELs, operating around 1310
nm and 1550 nm, have been produced only in recent years, due the technological
challenge imposed by the fabrication of reliable and efficient devices, and conse-
quently, the analysis and the exploitation of LW VCSEL characteristics have raised
a growing interest in the research community only in recent times.
The work of this Thesis is organized as follows:
 In Chapter 2, the VCSEL structure and properties are described. An overview
of the VCSEL evolution and progress is given, presenting the technical char-
acteristics of the device, as the short cavity length and vertical structure.
Attention is given to the VCSEL structures for optical and current confine-
ment, the high reflectivity mirrors for low threshold current operation, and
the recent introduction of the Tunnel Junction (TJ), which allowed the real-
ization of efficient LW VCSELs. The peculiar characteristics of VCSEL with
respect to edge emitting lasers, such as multi transversal mode operation and
orthogonal polarization mode emission are described. Finally, a comparison
with EE laser is given.
 In Chapter 3, the dynamic behavior of semiconductor lasers is reviewed and
carriers/photons interactions are described using a simple model based on
particle rate equations. The steady state solution and small signal analysis
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are presented. The electrical properties of a laser diode are introduced, in
static and dynamic regime, with the analysis of the impedance below and
above threshold. A simple model, based on carrier capture and escape, for
MQW's device is illustrated. Gain switching and optical injection techniques
are presented.
 In Chapter 4, the work performed on the electrical characterization of a LW
VCSEL based on TJ [Cons 11a] is presented. Static and frequency depen-
dent measurements of the device impedance are presented and discussed. The
dynamic model presented in Chapter 3 is used for the interpretation of the
results and fitting to model equations for parameters extraction. Modulation
response measurements are presented and electrical parasitics removal with a
transfer matrix approach is illustrated. The Chapter ends with a complete list
of the device parameters obtained from fitting measurements to our model.
 In Chapter 5, the generation of short optical pulses from a GS 1550 nm VCSEL
[Cons 10a, Cons 08] is reported. The pulse properties, i e. peak amplitude,
duration, jitter and spectral width, are investigated as a function of the gain
switching conditions. Single pulse per period and multiple peaked pulses are
observed and the modulation parameters are optimized for the shortest pulse
generation at the highest frequency.
 In Chapter 6, the experimental results obtained with an optically injected GS
1550 nm VCSEL are presented [Cons 09c, Cons 09b, Cons 10b]. The timing
jitter and the pulse duration of the optical pulse train at the VCSEL output
have been characterized as a function of the frequency detuning between the
injection and injected lasers. Jitter reduction and pulse temporal broaden-
ing are observed in the frequency locking region. Experimental results are
compared with theoretical prediction, showing good agreement.
 In Chapter 7, an OCDMA encoder based on a GS 1550 nm VCSEL [Cons 09a]
is presented. A driving circuit has been designed for the generation of an
optical pulse train with short pulse duration and very low duty cycle, using
the GS VCSEL as optical source. Optical delay lines are used to generate the
optical code for a single user. The proposed system is an efficient and simple
solution for application in low bit rate channel with multiple users.
 In Chapter 8, a novel implementation of the Phase Reconstruction using Ul-
trafast Optical Differentiation (PROUD) method [Cons 11b, Cons 11c] is pre-
sented. PROUD measures the instantaneous frequency of an optical signal
3
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and we have implemented it in a novel configuration, which presents several
advantages with respect to previously reported realizations. The validity of
the results obtained with a GS DFB laser is demonstrated by comparison with
the independently measured pulse spectra.
 In Chapter ??, the main conclusions of this Thesis are summarized and the
possible directions for future work are drawn.
4
Chapter 2
Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting
Lasers
In this Chapter, Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) are introduced.
VCSELs are complex devices with very different characteristics from edge emitting
(EE) lasers. Single longitudinal mode operation, low threshold current and circular
beam profile together with wafer level testability and cost-effective array fabrication
are some of the advantage of VCSELs over EE devices. On the other hand, trans-
verse mode propagation, lower power output and heat dissipation among others are
some VCSELs' disadvantages that demands for further research effort. In this Chap-
ter, VCSELs structure and performances are described and compared to EE devices.
5
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2.1 VCSEL structure
2.1.1 Early VCSELs
The first operation of a vertical cavity laser was reported in 1965 by Melngailis
[Meln 65]: the device had an indium antimonide (InSb) active region and emitted
at 5.2 µm with pulsed operation at 10 K. Near infrared wavelengths, interesting for
fiber based optical communication channels, were available after the work of Iga and
colleagues in the late 1970s [Soda 79].
The VCSEL basic structure is depicted in Fig. 2.1, where the active region
is stacked between the bottom and top mirrors. Light propagates in the vertical
direction, orthogonally to the active region plane and the current is injected from
the mirrors. The vertical epitaxial growth of the structure allows micro cavity
dimensions, with typical effective cavity lengths of some micrometers, two orders of
magnitude smaller than typical EE lasers [Agra 02].
The short cavity length of VCSELs corresponds to a large spacing between adja-
cent longitudinal modes of the resonator, thus only one longitudinal mode is within
the optical gain spectrum of the active medium and VCSELs are consequently single
mode lasers.
The reduced thickness of the active region however limits the gain experienced
by photons traveling in the cavity and mirrors with high reflectivities are needed to
satisfy the threshold condition. The first VCSELs were made with metallic mirrors
(Au coated mirror and Au/Zn mirror, electrode) [Mote 82, Soda 83], with limited
reflectivity (about 95%), resulting in a threshold current of 160 mA under pulsed
operation at 77 K.
Figure 2.1: Schematic structure of a VCSEL.
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Continuous wave (CW) operation at room temperature [Lee 89] was demon-
strated for the first time in 1989 thanks to the introduction of a Quantum Well
(QW) based active region and the use of Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) mir-
rors, with reflectivities of 99.87 % and 99.96 %, instead of the metallic mirrors
previously employed.
The device fabricated by Lee et al. had a threshold current of 1.5 mA under
CW operation and emitted at 980 nm. The low value of the threshold current with
respect to EE lasers is due to the increased current density in the small active region,
values in the mA and sub-mA ranges are typical in VCSELs [Geel 90, Sun 03].
2.1.2 Long wavelength VCSELs
The importance of high reflectivity mirrors in the wavelength region of emission
is relevant for producing VCSELs in the second and third window of optical fiber
communications. In short wavelength VCSELs, with emission around 850 nm, the
DBR mirrors are made of AlAs and AlGaAs layers and, due to the relatively high
difference between the refractive indexes of the two materials, only 12-15 pairs of
GaAs/AlAs layers are required for achieving a reflectivity higher than 99 %.
Laser active materials for the emission in the 1.1 µm to 1.6 µm are usually based
on the quaternary alloy InGaAsP grown on a InP substrate, DBR mirrors based
on the pair InP - InGaAsP have small difference in the refractive index of the two
materials and more than 40 pairs must be grown for high reflectivity (>99%).
The fabrication of DBRmirrors with more than 40 layers is a challenging task and
p-doped InP based DBR mirrors introduce a high series resistance and optical losses.
In consequence the fabrication of CW operating VCSELs at long wavelengths has
taken more than one decade from the first VCSELs reported by Iga and colleagues.
In 1999 Boucart et al. reported the room temperature CW emission of a 1.55 µm
VCSEL [Bouc 99]. The top DBR consisted of 26.5 n-doped GaAs-AlAs pairs which
were grown directly on an n-InP substrate (metamorphic mirrors). The bottom
mirror consisted of 50 pairs of n-doped InGaAsP-InP layers having a reflectivity of
99.7%.
2.1.3 The Tunnel Junction
The work of Boucart [Bouc 99] introduced an important novelty in the fabrication
of LW VCSELs: the insertion of a tunnel junction (TJ) between the active region
and one of the two mirrors. The TJ was firstly discovered by Leo Esaki in 1974
[Esak 74] and it consists of a highly doped p-n junction with a peculiar current-
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voltage characteristic in which a negative resistance is observed in part of the forward
bias curve.
In LW VCSEL the TJ is reverse biased and brings two considerable advantages:
it allows the fabrication of two n-doped DBR mirrors and provides good current
confinement. Mirrors with n-doping show less absorption and reduced resistivity
with respect to p-doped mirrors, resulting in improved mirror efficiency and better
thermal behavior.
2.1.4 Optical and electrical confinement
In both short and long wavelength devices, the circular shape and the vertical struc-
ture of VCSELs, which allow wafer level testability and efficient coupling to optical
fiber, produce quite different characteristics of emission than EE lasers.
Due to the non-uniform current distribution inside the active region, multiple
transverse modes can be excited apart from the fundamental one and the rotational
4-fold symmetry of VCSEL structure (both square and circular) causes the exis-
tence of different polarization modes [Chan 91]. Multi-transverse mode behavior is
employed in high power devices [Grab 98] and polarization instability have found
recent application in optical signal processing [Kawa 06].
Single transverse mode operation and stable polarization emission are obtained
by efficient current and optical confinement. Gain guiding and index guiding struc-
tures have been proposed to this purpose. In Fig. 2.2 (left) a gain-guided structure
is shown: a ion-implanted region in the top DBR mirror is defined selectively to
control the flow of injected current into the active layer [Yu 03].
Index guided VCSELs commonly have better transverse optical confinement than
Figure 2.2: Gain-guided, top emitting VCSEL with ion implantation (left) and index
guided, air posted bottom emitting VCSEL (right). Adapted from [Yu 03].
8
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Figure 2.3: VCSEL structure with intracavity contacts, adapted from [Scot 94].
gain guided devices. Several types of index guided VCSELs can be found in literature
such as air-posted, etched mesa, regrowth buried hetero-structure with different fab-
rication procedure complexity. Figure 2.2 (right) shows the air posted index guided
structure [Yu 03]. The large difference in refractive index between the semiconduc-
tor and the air provides strong transverse confinement of the optical field. However,
single transverse mode operation is not stable in VCSELs with oxide confinement,
especially at high injection level.
An intracavity structure can be introduced to avoid the current flow through the
top mirror and avoid the heating from the mirrors. Scott and co workers [Scot 94]
proposed an intracavity structure where additional layers are inserted between the
p and n DBRs on either surface of the active region to provide an electrical path to
the current to reach the active region, see Fig. 2.3. A current constriction is also
realized on the top of the active region to force the current to flow in the optical
mode. This current constriction can be made with ion implantation or oxidation,
for example. Current crowding may occur near the periphery of the device where
the optical mode is weak so that the influence of spatial hole burning of carrier
concentration can be enhanced. A resistive layer between the conductive layer on
the top of the forcing current layer and the active region can be introduced, such as
a buried TJ, to minimize the influence of current crowding.
2.2 VCSEL characteristics
2.2.1 Power-Current-Voltage curve
The small size of the active volume and the high reflectivity of the DBRs mirrors
in VCSELs gives rise to a low value of the threshold current. Typical values of
9
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Figure 2.4: Power-Current-Voltage curve for a 1560 nm emitting VCSEL. The inset
shows the spectrum just above threshold [Shin 02].
the threshold current are of few milliamperes and devices with sub-milliamperes
threshold current have been reported [Sun 03]. In Fig. 2.4 the Power-Current-
Voltage (P-I-V) curve of a 1560 nm emitting VCSEL is shown [Shin 02].
The device is an oxide aperture VCSEL. From the inset in Fig. 2.4, the single
longitudinal and transverse mode operation is observed. The threshold current
is 1.6 mA and the maximum output power is 450 µW. The decrease in output
power at higher injection current is due to the current heating of the device. The
current flow generates heat through the Joule effect. As temperature increases, gain
red-shifts and decreases too, so that losses are increased and the emitted power is
reduced (thermal roll over). From the plot of voltage versus current, a value of
285 Ohm is deduced for the series resistance of the device above threshold. The
main contribution to the high value of series resistance is attributed to the mirror
resistivity, typically high in DBRs.
2.2.2 Thermal behavior
Temperature affects the threshold current (ITH) of VCSELs in a different way with
respect to multi longitudinal modes EE lasers. In a semiconductor material with
optical gain, as temperature increases, the optical gain peak decreases and red-shifts
towards longer wavelengths. In Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers, this means that losses
increase and the set of longitudinal modes that compose the emission spectrum also
red shifts, with the hopping of the dominant longitudinal mode to the adjacent one,
so that the central mode follows the gain peak.
In VCSELs, cavity is short and longitudinal mode spacing is consequently large,
so that only one longitudinal mode is contained in the gain spectrum. Dur to their
10
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temperature dependent nature, the cavity resonance and the gain move at different
rates so that the cavity mode can match or not the gain maximum, depending on its
position. The cavity mode changes with the temperature T, due to the dependence
of the refractive index on T and, for a typical value of dn/dT 3·10−4, this yields a
change of dλ/dT = 0.15 nm/K. The temperature drift of the gain peak is typically
≈ dλ/dT = 0.3 nm/K and the spectral region of maximum reflection of the DBR
mirrors is almost temperature independent, as the relative difference of refractive
index between the DBR layers is almost constant with T. As a consequence, there
is in VCSEL a minimum value of ITH , as a function of T, corresponding to the
matching of the cavity mode with the gain peak. A typical plot of ITH as a function
of the temperature is shown in Fig. 2.5 (left), where the laser is operating in CW
and T is increased. Threshold current convexes downward and reaches its minimum
value at THS = 50º for the device described in [Yue 04].
Figure 2.5: Threshold current versus temperature (left) and P-I curves at different
temperatures (right) for a 1.3 µm GaAs VCSEL [Yue 04].
Usually VCSELs are designed to have minimum ITH at room temperature. When
ITH is minimal, the cavity resonance matches the optical gain peak. For lower and
higher value of temperature, cavity resonance sees lower value of the gain and so
losses are higher and ITH increases.
The power-current (P-I) curves for different values of the temperature at the
heat sink are shown in Fig. 2.5 (right), for the same lasers of [Yue 04]. At higher
temperatures the effect of thermal roll over is stronger because of the current heating
process.
2.2.3 Transverse linearly polarized modes in VCSELs
In this paragraph, a qualitative discussion about transverse modes in VCSELs is
provided. An exact solution of the Maxwell's equations is needed for the calcula-
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tion of all allowed transverse optical modes in a cylindrical waveguide, . Higher
order transverse modes can be supported in VCSEL with large transverse area size.
Furthermore, the influence of injection current, stimulated emission and thermal
lensing can modify the gain transverse distribution and refractive index and hence
can deteriorate the single mode operation of VCSELs.
Figure 2.6: Field distribution of the LP01 (a) and LP11 (b) modes [Yu 03].
Transverse modes in VCSELs can be treated with the cylindrical waveguide the-
ory, very well known in optical fibers. Transverse modes characteristics need a full
set of optical modes to be treated, including transverse magnetic (TM), transverse
electric (TE) and their hybrid modes (HE and EH modes) obtained form a cylin-
drical dielectric waveguide. If a weakly guiding cylindrical waveguide is considered,
linearly polarization (LP) modes can be proposed to substitute the full set of TM ,
TE and hybrid modes, which considerably simplifies the study of transverse modes
in cylindrical waveguides. From a complete treatment of the propagation of optical
waves in a cylindrical waveguide, assuming the weakly guided wave approximation
[Agra 02], LPmn modes are obtained, where the index m stands for the azimuth
direction and the index n for the radial direction. Figure 2.6 shows the field distri-
bution of LP01 and LP11 modes [Yu 03]. As it will be shown later, the spectrum of a
VCSEL is directly affected from multimode propagation and different polarizations
components.
2.2.4 Transverse current profile and Spatial Hole Burning
The transverse distribution of stimulated recombination in the active region depends
on the distribution of the optical modes and the current flow: when the photon den-
sity is not uniform, the stimulated recombination in those region with high photon
density depletes the carrier concentration and therefore the modal gain. This phe-
nomenon is called Spatial Hole Burning (SHB). When operating at high levels of
injected current, the competition of high transverse modes versus the fundamental
12
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Figure 2.7: Mode competition in VCSEL: P-I curves for different injection cur-
rent transverse profiles, with circular disk contact (a) and circular ring contact (b)
[Vall 95].
mode can be enhanced through SHB. SHB is excited by stimulated recombination
of carrier concentration inside the active layer, and the shape of SHB follows the
transverse profile of optical intensity. For VCSEL operating at high current injection
levels, SHB reduces the modal gain of the fundamental mode and higher transverse
modes can be excited. This is due to the reduction of overlap between the trans-
verse distribution of optical gain and transverse mode distribution. The self focusing
effect is also observed in VCSELs, due to the refractive index change induced by
carrier concentration, so that the beam width of the fundamental mode is reduced
and the stability of single mode operation is also reduced.
The distribution of carriers inside the active region is described by the current
spreading and current crowding phenomena. Current spreading reduces the slope
efficiency and increase the threshold current, so that devices with good electrical
confinement are desired. On the other hand, current crowding is the accumulation
of carriers along the border of the electrical confinement structure. In ion implanted
devices, for example, current crowding occurs along the border of oxide aperture
[Stri 00]. The performance of VCSELs can deteriorate due to the excitation of SHB
from current crowding as well as the thermal lensing, due to excessive heat sources.
Current crowding normally occurs in devices with strong confinement structure and
usually leads to the accumulation of carriers in the periphery of the core region. The
confinement structure and the geometry of metallic contacts play an important role
in the current distribution inside the active layer [Vall 95]. If a weakly guided VCSEL
is considered, such as one with gain-guided structure, a different behavior in the
13
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transverse mode competition is expected for devices with circular-ring or circular-
disk contact. In Fig. 2.7 is shown the competition of LP01 and LP11 modes at
various bias, adapted from [Vall 95]. It is noted that for weakly guided VCSELs with
circular-disk contact, LP01 is the dominant mode but for the device with circular-
ring contact, LP01 can completely be suppressed. Hence, it has been shown that for
VCSELs with weakly-guided structure, stable fundamental mode operation can be
maintained at high power if the current distribution is concentrated at the center of
the active region.
2.3 Comparison with Edge Emitting lasers
The structure and characteristics of VCSELs have been described in the previous
paragraphs and the differences with the structure and characteristics of EE lasers
have been briefly discussed. In Tab. 2.1, the performances of VCSELs and two types
of EE lasers, i.e. Fabry-Perot and Distribute Feedback (DFB) lasers, are directly
compared.
The devices described in Tab. 2.1 are a FP laser (Mitsubishi ML9xx45 Series),
a DFB laser (Mitsubishi ML9xx11 Series) and a VCSEL (Vertilas VL-1550-10G).
Some important differences can be seen from Tab. 2.1. Due to the structure of
VCSELs and DFBs, the emission spectra of these two types of laser are inherently
single mode with extremely narrow spectral widths. On the other hand, the emission
spectrum of FP lasers is composed of multiple longitudinal modes and its spectral
linewidth is considerably greater than VCSELs and DFBs.
The transverse beam section for FP and DFB lasers is elliptical due to the
rectangular aperture from which light is emitted. As a result, different values for the
parallel and perpendicular direction of the beam divergence angle are expected. In
VCSELs, the circular aperture produces a circular beam profile, instead of elliptical,
with a smaller divergence angle with respect to FPs and DFBs. VCSELs present
a smaller value of maximum output power with respect to FPs and DFBs. The
difficulty to produce VCSELs for telecommunication applications with high output
power comes from the considerations made in the previous paragraphs about modes
competition, active area size, current confinement and heat dissipation.
The threshold current and operating electrical power are lower in VCSELs than
in FPs and DFBs. This is an advantage when low power operations are needed. The
considerations made in this paragraph on the three devices proposed for comparison
have to be taken with attention. For example, better performance of data rate for
DFB lasers can be found in literature.
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In general, it can be said that VCSEL are superior to FP lasers for the single
mode emission, beam quality and low power consumption, while they are competitive
with DFB lasers for beam quality and power consumption. However VCSELs are
also especially promising in terms of modulation speed. Recently, the record speed
of direct modulation at 40 Gb/s has been reported in a 1550 nm VCSEL [Hofm 11]
and a modulation bandwidth in excess of 60 GHz has been obtained with a injection
locking scheme [Zhao 07].
The production cost of VCSELs is competitive with both FPs and DFBs, be-
cause of their testability at wafer stage production, even if nowadays are few the
manufacturers of VCSELs emitting at 1550 nm. VCSELs can be produced in one-
dimensional and two-dimensional arrays on the same chip, allowing for higher output
powers and multi-wavelength operation. Tunable VCSELs have also been proposed
[Chan 00], through the use of micro mechanical structure (MEMS) to change the
Parameter Fabry-
Perot
DFB VCSEL
Longitudinal modes MM SM SM
Central wavelength [nm] 1550 1550 1550
Linewidth [nm] 1.5 <0.1 2.4e-4
Side Mode Suppression Ratio [dB] - 40 40
Beam divergence (horizontal) [deg] 25 25 12
Beam divergence (vertical) [deg] 30 35 12
Max output power [mW] 6 10 4
Slope efficiency [mW/mA] 0.25 0.28 0.2
Threshold current [mA] 10 8 1.5
Operating current [mA] 30 25 10
Operating voltage [V] 1.1 1.1 2
Rise time [ns] 0.3 0.1 0.1
Data rate [Gbps] 0.155 1.25 10
Table 2.1: Comparison between commercially available laser diodes of three types:
Fabry-Perot, VCSELs and Distributed Feed Back laser emitting at 1550 nm. See
text for details.
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emission wavelength.
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Chapter 3
Basic dynamic properties of
semiconductor lasers
In this Chapter, the static and dynamic characteristics of semiconductor lasers are
presented through a simple model based on the rate equations approach. It's first
considered the general case of a bulk single mode laser, then the rate equation model
is presented for a device with Quantum Well active region. For both kind of lasers,
the steady state solutions and small signal analysis for carrier and photon densities
are presented. The static and dynamic impedance, below and above threshold, is
described for bulk and Quantum Well devices. The large signal modulation is con-
sidered, introducing the pulse generation technique of gain-switching. Finally, the
optical injection technique is described, by modifying the previously presented rate
equations.
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3.1 Rate equations in semiconductor lasers
The light-matter interactions occurring in a semiconductor laser can be modeled
in a simple way using the well known Rate Equations (RE) approach [Agra 02,
Cold 95]. This model gives a clear formulation of the most relevant static and
dynamic characteristics of semiconductor lasers.
Charge carriers and optical field are considered for the contribution to population
inversion and optical amplification and losses in the laser cavity. The RE model
consists of the charge and the optical field conservation equations. The number of
electron and holes is assumed to be the same, thus only one equation for electrons is
considered in the model. The optical field conservation equation can be represented
both with complex numbers, expressing the real and imaginary parts of the field,
or via its intensity and phase. In this Chapter, the RE model is presented with the
number of photons, thus optical intensity, and the optical phase. Specifically, the
carrier density N (the number of charge carriers per unit volume in the active region)
and the photon density S (the number of photons per unit volume in the optical
cavity) are considered. The optical phase φ(t) carries the information about the
instantaneous frequency ν(t) of the optical signal, being ν(t) as the time derivative
of the phase, ν(t) = 1
2pi
dφ(t)
dt
.
Carriers and photons are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the longitudinal
and transversal directions, thus neglecting carrier diffusion and SHB effect. The RE
system is presented for a single mode laser and the analysis can be extended to multi
mode lasers, considering an equivalent set of equations for each optical mode.
Following the previous considerations, the RE model is expressed through the
following differential equations:
dN
dt
=
I
qVact
− N
τN
−G(N,S)S (3.1)
dS
dt
= ΓG(N,S)S − S
τP
+
βΓN
τN
(3.2)
dφ
dt
=
1
2
α
(
ΓG(N,S)− 1
τP
)
(3.3)
where Eq. 3.1 is the charge conservation equation and Eqs. 3.2, 3.3 are the
optical field equations, for the photon density and the optical phase, respectively.
The three terms on the right side of Eq. 3.1 account for the generation and depletion
rate of charge carriers originated by: injected current I,
(
I
qVact
)
, non-stimulated,(
N
τN
)
, and stimulated recombination, (G(N,S)S), being q the electron charge, Vact
the volume of the active region, τN the carrier lifetime and G(N,S) the optical gain.
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The carrier lifetime τN is the time constant of the carrier decay due to non-stimulated
recombination, such as non-radiative transitions and spontaneous emission. Carrier
lifetime depends on N (see further in this Chapter, Eq. 3.16), but a constant value
is enough for a qualitative description. The optical gain G(N,S) express the active
material gain in terms of stimulated recombination processes and its dependence on
N and S will be explained further in this Chapter.
In Eq. 3.2, the three terms on the right side of the equation express the stimu-
lated recombination contribution, GG(N,S)S , the photon losses, S
τP
, and the spon-
taneous emission contribution, βΓN
τN
, respectively. The confinement factor G appears
in the stimulated emission term, accounting for the optical mode coupling to the
active region. In a similar way, the spontaneous emission coefficient b refers to the
portion of spontaneously emitted photons that couples into the lasing mode. The
photon lifetime, τP , is the time constant of the photon decay in the cavity, due
to photons exiting through the mirrors or being absorbed and scattered inside the
cavity. Photon lifetime can be expressed as τP = (vg (αmir + αcav))
−1, where vg is
the group velocity and αmir and αcav are mirrors and cavity losses, respectively,
with αmir = 1L ln
(
1
R1R2
)
, where L is the cavity length and R1, R2 are the mirrors
reflectivities.
Equation 3.3 describes the dependence of the optical phase on gain modulation
or, equivalently, the well known phenomenon of carrier induced frequency modula-
tion. In fact, the active material gain depends on the carrier density and carrier
density affects the refractive index of the cavity, which in turn changes the emission
wavelength of the laser. As it can be seen from the term difference in the right side
of Eq. 3.3, when gain overcomes losses the instantaneous frequency increases and in
the opposite case, the instantaneous frequency decreases. Thus an increase/decrease
of carriers corresponds to an increase/decrease of the instantaneous frequency, re-
sulting in an amplitude-phase coupling in directly modulated sources. During the
steady state laser operation, the gain equals losses and carriers are ideally clamped
to a stationary value, consequently the instantaneous frequency is ideally constant.
The amplitude-phase coupling strength is expressed in Eq.3.3 by the line width en-
hancement factor, or Henry factor a, defined as ∆n′/∆n′′, where ∆n′ and ∆n′′ are
respectively the real and imaginary part of the refractive index [Henr 82].
The gain spectrum of a Single Quantum Well (SQW) 1.55 µm device with typical
parameters is shown in Fig. 3.1 (left) as a function of the photon energy for different
values of the carrier density. The gain peak increases and the gain spectrum broadens
as the separation of quasi Fermi levels increases with the injected current. The gain
peak as a function of the carrier density is shown in Fig. 3.1 (right). The differential
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Figure 3.1: Calculated optical gain spectrum at different carrier density as a function
of photon energy (left) and gain peak versus carrier density (right). Typical values
of a SQW 1.55 µm laser have been used and the calculations have been performed
with HAROLD 3.0 software [HARO].
gain dG/dN is given by the slope of the graph and the transparency value NTR by the
intersection with the horizontal axis.
The optical gain G(N,S) is defined as the gain peak and its dependence on carrier
and photon density is approximated with the following relation, assuming a linear
dependence on N :
G(N,S) =
vg
dG
dN
(N −NTR)
1 + εS
(3.4)
where e is the gain compression factor, which accounts for the gain saturation
occurring at high photon densities. At higher carrier densities the linear gain in
QW devices saturates and a logarithmic function is necessary for modeling purposes
[Cold 95].
3.1.1 Steady state solution
The stationary solutions of Eqs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 are found by setting derivatives to
zero and considering the threshold condition on gain. From Eq. 3.2, neglecting the
spontaneous emission term, gain equals losses when:
GTH(N,S) =
1
ΓτP
(3.5)
where GTH(N,S) is the gain at threshold. Using Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5, the threshold
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condition on the carrier density is obtained:
NTH = NTR +
1
vg
dG
dN
ΓτP
(3.6)
When carriers reach the threshold value, gain compensates losses and G(N,S)
and N are clamped to GTH and NTH , respectively. Current and carrier density are
connected through Eq. 3.1: in the steady regime, for dN
dt
= 0 and I < ITH , S = 0
and Eq. 3.1 gives N = τN
qVact
I , resulting in the following expression of the threshold
current ITH :
ITH =
qVact
τN
NTH (3.7)
Solving Eq. 3.1, in the steady state above threshold and using Eqs. 3.5 and 3.7,
the expression for photon density above threshold is obtained:
S = ΓτP
(
I − ITH
qVact
)
(3.8)
and the power output P can be calculated, considering that P = SVopthνvgαmir,
where Vopt is the optical cavity volume, hν is the photon energy and vgαmir is the
rate at which photons exit the mirrors. This yields the standard optical power vs.
current (P-I) characteristic:
P = ηslope(I − ITH) (3.9)
with ηslope =
αmir
αmir+αcav
hν
q
.
3.1.2 Small signal frequency response
Additional information about the laser operation can be obtained from the small
signal analysis, equivalent to a first order expansion of the RE set. Let's consider
that the laser is operating above threshold and assume that current, carriers and
photons are described by the following :
I(t) = I0 + i(ω)e
jωt (3.10)
N(t) = N0 + n(ω)e
jωt (3.11)
S(t) = S0 + s(ω)e
jωt (3.12)
where I0  i(ω), N0  n(ω) and S0  s(ω).
With the small signal approximation, the gain defined in Eq. 3.4 becomes:
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G(N,S) = GTH + vg
dG
dN
n(ω)ejωt − εGTHs(ω)ejωt (3.13)
By the substitution of Eqs. 3.10-3.13 into Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2, the RE in the small
signal approximation for carrier and photon density are obtained:
jωn(ω) =
i(ω)
qVact
− n(ω)
τδn
− S0vg dG
dN
n(ω)− 1
ΓτP
(1− εS0)s(ω) (3.14)
jωs(ω) = ΓS0vg
dG
dN
n(ω)− 1
τP
εS0s(ω) (3.15)
where τδn is the differential carrier lifetime. To obtain an expression for τδn, the
recombination rate, R(N), expressed in Eq. 3.1 via the carrier lifetime should be
expressed through the recombination coefficients A, B and C, corresponding to non-
radiative, spontaneous and Auger recombination, respectively [Cold 95]:
R(N) =
N
τN
= AN +BN2 + CN3 (3.16)
By definition, τδn is the derivative of the carrier recombination rate with respect
to N :
1
τδn
=
d
dN
R(N) = A+ 2BN + 3CN2 (3.17)
Equations 3.14 and 3.15 can be arranged in the following matrix form:
(
i(ω)
qVact
0
)
=
 (jω + 1τδn + vg dGdNS0) 1ΓτP (1− εS0)
ΓS0vg
dG
dN
−
(
jω + 1
τP
S0
) ( n(ω)
s(ω)
)
(3.18)
and the Cramer's rule can be applied to the linear system of Eq. 3.18 to obtain
n(ω) and s(ω) as a function of i(ω). Thus, the normalized modulation response
(MR), defined as H(ω) =
s(ω)
i(ω)/s(0)i(0) , is easily obtained:
H(ω) =
ω2r
−ω2 + jωγ + ω2r
(3.19)
where:
ω2r =
vg
dG
dN
S0
τP
+
εS0
τδnτP
(3.20)
γ =
1
τδn
+ vg
dG
dN
S0 +
εS0
τP
(3.21)
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Figure 3.2: Amplitude modulation response versus frequency for different values of
applied current in a bulk semiconductor laser.
Equation 3.19 describes the frequency response of a damped oscillator where ωr
is the relaxation oscillation pulsation and γ is the damping rate. Above threshold,
the laser responds to an external stimulus, a variation of I, with a variation in
the output power, oscillating at the relaxation oscillation frequency, fr = ωr/2pi and
decaying exponentially to its new value with time constant γ.
In most of the cases, the last term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.20 can be
neglected [Cold 95] and ωr and γ can be rewritten in the form:
ω2r =
vg
dG
dN
S0
τP
(3.22)
γ =
1
τδn
+
ω2r
4pi2
K (3.23)
where the K-factor, which expresses the intrinsic speed of the laser, is defined as:
K = 4pi2
(
τP +
ε
vg
dG
dN
)
(3.24)
If S0 is given as a function of I, using Eq. 3.8, ωr is easily related to injected
current I :
ω2r =
vg
dG
dN
Γ
qVact
(I − ITH) (3.25)
The squared modulus of the transfer function H(ω) is plotted in Fig. 3.2 for dif-
ferent bias currents. For each current, at low frequency, H(ω) = 1, then a resonance
peak occurs when approaching ωr and at higher frequency H(ω) decreases. When
the injected current increases, the resonance frequency moves towards higher values
and the damping also increases, as expected from Eq. 3.25.
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Figure 3.3: Square relaxation oscillation frequency versus injected current (left)
and damping rate as a function of square relaxation oscillation frequency (right).
The definitions of relaxation oscillation frequency and damping, expressed in
Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23, can be used for fitting the laser parameters to the laser MR
measured at different bias levels. In Fig. 3.3 (right), the square relaxation oscillation
frequency f 2r , defined as f
2
r =
ω2r
4pi2
, is plotted as a function of I − ITH . The curve
intersects the horizontal axis in the origin, i.e. for I = ITH , and the product
vg
dG
dN
Γ
qVact
can be obtained from the slope of the graph. In Fig. 3.3 (right), γ is plotted as a
function of f 2r : the slope of the graph gives the K-factor and the intersection with
the vertical axis, the inverse of the differential carrier lifetime at threshold, 1
τδn
. This
well known method for the extraction of some relevant internal laser parameters is
used in Chapter 4, for the modulation response measurements of a long wavelength
VCSEL.
From Eq. 3.19, the peak frequency, ωP , and the 3 dB cut-off frequency ω−3dB,
are easily obtained by setting to zero the first derivative of Eq. 3.19 and setting Eq.
3.19 equal to 0.5, it follows:
ω2P = ω
2
r
(
1− 1
2
γ2
ω2r
)
(3.26)
ω2−3dB = ω
2
r +
√
ω2P + ω
2
r (3.27)
Because the damping increases proportionally with ωr (Eq. 3.23) any attempt to
drive the laser at higher currents for increasing ωr will also flattens the modulation
response, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Consequently, there is a maximum bandwidth that
can be achieved and the optimum damping and maximum bandwidth occur when
ωP = 0 and ω−3dB = ωr. This point is determined by the K-factor, which defines
the maximum intrinsic modulation bandwidth of the laser:
f−3dB|max =
√
2
2pi
K
(3.28)
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3.2 Electrical modeling of semiconductor lasers
The frequency dependence of the laser impedance below and above threshold can be
obtained from the small signal RE set (Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15) introducing the relation
between carrier density and applied voltage. Carrier density in the active region
depends on Fermi levels energies and conduction and valence energy levels through
the following formulas [Sze 81]:
N = NDC exp
(
qφn − EC
KBT
)
(3.29)
P = NDV exp
(
−qφp − EC
KBT
)
(3.30)
where N and P are the electron and holes densities, NDC and NDV are the reduced
densities states in the conduction and valence band respectively, φn and φp are the
quasi Fermi levels for electrons and holes, EC and EV are the bottom and the top
energies of the conduction and valence bands respectively, KB is the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature in Kelvin degrees.
By considering the quasi Fermi levels separation equals to the applied voltage,
i.e. V = φn − φp, the product of electron and hole densities can be written as:
N ·P = NDCNDV exp
(
qV − EG
KBT
)
= NDCNDV exp
(
− EG
KBT
)
exp
(
qV
KBT
)
(3.31)
From Eq. 3.31, two cases can be treated depending on the relation between n
and p.
Case 1) n = p. Intrinsic and highly injected semiconductor, Eq. 3.31 becomes:
N · P = N2 = NDCNDV exp
(
− EG
KBT
)
exp
(
qV
KBT
)
⇒
√
NDCNDV exp
(
− EG
2KBT
)
exp
(
qV
2KBT
)
= N2i exp
(
qV
2KBT
)
(3.32)
Case 2) p = n + NA ≈ NA, with NA the acceptors concentration. Highly p-
doped semiconductor (same result is obtained for n-doped semiconductor), Eq. 3.31
becomes:
N ·NA = NDCNDV exp
(
− EG
KBT
)
exp
(
qV
KBT
)
⇒ N = NDCNDV
NA
exp
(
− EG
KBT
)
exp
(
qV
KBT
)
= Niexp
(
qV
KBT
)
(3.33)
In general, the relation between carrier density N and applied voltage V can be
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Figure 3.4: Impedance versus frequency for a bulk volume semiconductor laser
biased below (left) and above threshold (right) .
expressed as:
N (V ) = Niexp
(
qV
mKBT
)
= Niexp
(
V
mVT
)
(3.34)
where Ni is the intrinsic carrier density for V = 0, which depends on dopant con-
centrations and intrinsic semiconductor characteristics, m is the ideality factor of
the diode, ranging between 1 (highly doped semiconductor) and 2 (intrinsic semi-
conductor) and VT =
KBT
q
is the thermal voltage.
By considering the small signal approximation ofN = N0+n(ω)eiωt and V = V0+
v(ω)eiωt, where n(ω)  N0 and v(ω)  V0, Eq. 3.34 can be linearly approximated
around the polarization point V = V0 and becomes:
N (V ) = N0 +
dN
dV
∣∣∣∣
V=V0
· v(ω)eiωt = N0 + N0
mVT
· v(ω)eiωt (3.35)
When the laser is biased below threshold, S0 ≈ 0 and, by substituting Eq. 3.35
into Eq. 3.14, the small signal carrier density rate equation becomes:
iω
N0
mVT
v(ω) =
i(ω)
qVact
− 1
τδn
N0
mVT
v(ω) (3.36)
and the frequency dependent impedance below threshold is:
Z (ω)I<ITH =
v(ω)
i(ω)
= Rd
1
1 + iωτδn
(3.37)
where Rd is the differential resistance of the junction, when V = V0 and N = N0,
defined as Rd =
mVT
N0
τδn
qVact
. Equation 3.37 describes the frequency response of a
single pole system, such as a RC low pass filter, which time constant is equal to the
differential carrier lifetime τδn given in Eq. 3.17. In Fig. 3.4 (left) the impedance
below threshold is plotted as a function of frequency for different bias currents.
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Figure 3.5: Calculated I·dV/dI (in KBT/q units) as a function of applied current, for
m = 1.
The substitution of Eq. 3.35 into Eq. 3.14, when the laser is biased above thresh-
old, gives the following expression for the impedance as a function of frequency:
Z (ω)I>ITH =
v(ω)
i(ω)
= Rd
i ω
τδn
+ S0
τδnτP
−ω2 + iωγ + ω2r
(3.38)
The impedance peak corresponds to the resonance frequency of the laser, which
also increases with increasing bias. Figure 3.4 (right) shows the impedance depen-
dence on frequency for different bias currents above threshold with ε = 0.
The dynamic resistance Rd of a semiconductor laser is obtained differentiating
the voltage V with respect to the applied current I, at the polarization point I = I0,
Rd =
dV
dI
∣∣
I=I0
. Considering a simple equivalent electrical circuit, consisting of a diode
representing the p-n junction and a series resistance RS accounting for the electrical
path from the contacts to the junction, the voltage applied to the device can be
written as:
V = RSI +mVT ln
(
I
IS
)
(3.39)
where IS is the diode saturation current. Assuming that the voltage drop at the
junction is constant above threshold, i.e. the carrier density is clamped to the
threshold value, the derivative of V is readily obtained, giving:
I0
dV
dI
∣∣∣∣
I=I0
=mVT +RSI0 I0 < ITH (3.40)
I0
dV
dI
∣∣∣∣
I=I0
=RSI0 I0 > ITH (3.41)
Consequently, a kink in correspondence of ITH is expected in the plot of I dVdI ,
as shown in Fig. 3.5, and from the dynamic resistance of the diode is then possible
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of a QW laser structure and carrier capture, re-
emission, and recombination processes.
to obtain experimentally the ideality factor m of the diode and the series resistance
RS.
3.3 Carrier capture and escape in Quantum Well
lasers
The previous analysis of the dynamical properties of bulk semiconductor lasers can
be extended to Quantum Well (QW) semiconductor lasers modifying the RE set
presented in Sec. 3.1. In our model, we assume that vertical and lateral carrier dis-
tribution in the core are homogeneous and neglect carrier transport effects between
the wells in MQW structures. As in Sec. 3.1, a single-particle RE model for a laser
emitting in a single longitudinal mode is presented. The model described here can
be found in [Cold 95] and [Esqu 99].
The structure of a QW laser and the main processes occurring in it are depicted
in Fig. 3.6. We consider the total number of carriers in the core region, NC , and
in the QW's, NW , and the total number of photons in the the cavity, NP . Carriers
are injected from the cladding layers at a rate I/q, building up a population of
unconfined carriers in the core. Carriers in the core leave the core region and enter
the QW's at a rate NC/τcap, being τcap the capture time of carriers in the core region.
Carriers in the QW's, NW , can be re-emitted in the core region, or recombine via
stimulated emission or via other non-stimulated recombination mechanisms. These
contribution are considered respectively via the escape rate of carriers in the QW's,
NW/τesc, where τesc is the escape time constant of QW's carriers, via the non-
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stimulated recombination rate, NW/τN , where τN is the carrier lifetime as defined in
Sec. 3.1, and via stimulated emission occurring at the rate ΓG(NW , NP )NP , where
G(NW , NP ) is the optical gain.
Thus the RE set for a QW laser can be written as:
dNC
dt
=
I
q
− NC
τcap
+
NW
τesc
(3.42)
dNW
dt
= −
(
1
τN
+
1
τesc
)
NW +
NC
τcap
−NPΓG(NW , NP ) (3.43)
dNP
dt
=
(
ΓG(NW , NP )− 1
τP
)
NP (3.44)
The steady state solutions of Eqs. 3.42-3.44 are obtained by setting to zero the
time derivatives. The dependence of τN , τcap and τesc on the carrier numbers in
the core and in the QW's is neglected for giving a simple expressions and a clear
physical interpretation. An analysis of the steady state solutions considering the
effect of carrier density on the carrier time constants leads to the same qualitative
results.
The steady state number of carriers in the core, NC0, is obtained from Eq.3.42,
NC0 = ηNW0 + τcapI0/q, where η = τcap/τesc, NW0 is the steady state number of
carriers in the QW's and I0 is the bias current. The value η defines the ratio between
carriers in the core and in the QW's in the equilibrium state, i.e. I0 = 0, and it
is determined by the band structure of the laser. The condition η  1 must hold
for high speed operation, as it is equivalent to say that the rate at which carriers
leave the QW's is much smaller than the rate at which they enter the QW's from
the core, thus minimizing the effect of carrier escape.
Below threshold, Eqs. 3.42 and 3.43 give :
NC0 = η
I0τN
q
(
1 +
τesc
τN
)
(3.45)
NW0 =
I0τN
q
(3.46)
Below threshold both NC0 and NW0 increase with the applied current I0. Equa-
tion 3.45 describes the effect of the core region as an additional reservoir of carriers
with respect the bulk volume lasers: if τesc  τN , (escape processes are dominant
with respect to carrier recombination) the core and QW's carrier numbers are at
the equilibrium, on the opposite if τesc  τN , the carrier number in the core is
dominated by the accumulation of carriers due to finite value of capture time and
the ratio NC0/NW0 is far above the equilibrium.
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Figure 3.7: Calculated I·dV/dI (in KBT/q units with m = 1) as a function of applied
current for a QW's laser.
Above threshold, neglecting e and assuming ideal clamping of carrier at the
threshold value, the carrier number in the QW's becomes NW0 = NWth =
ITHτN
q
and
the steady state solution of Eq. 3.42 gives:
NC0 = ηNWth + τcap
I0
q
= τcap
I0 + (τN/τesc) ITH
q
(3.47)
Above threshold the carrier number in the QW's is clamped to NWth and the
carrier number in the core increases with the bias current I0.
In the case of a QW laser, the external voltage is related to the quasi-Fermi level
separation of the carriers in the core, not to that of the QW carriers. The relationship
between the external voltage and the core carrier density can be deduced similarly
to that of a bulk laser (Sec. 3.2). Using this relationship (Eq. 3.34) and from
Eqs. 3.45, 3.47, the dynamic resistance, Rd = dVdI
∣∣
I=I0
, below and above threshold
is obtained as:
I0
dV
dI
∣∣∣∣
I=I0
=mVT +RSI0 I0 < ITH (3.48)
I0
dV
dI
∣∣∣∣
I=I0
=
mVT(
I0 +
τN
τesc
ITH
)I0 +RSI0 I0 > ITH (3.49)
Thus the kink depth in the dynamic resistance at threshold is 1 + τN
τesc
as shown
in Fig. 3.7 for different values of τN/τesc.
The solution of Eqs. 3.42-3.44 in the small signal regime is obtained expanding
the variables around their steady state values, e.g. I = I0+i(ω)eiωt. We assume that
the differential values of τcap and τesc are the same in the small signal approximation
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and τδn is the differential carrier lifetime in the QW's.
As in Sec. 3.1, the resulting linear system with variables i(ω), nC(ω), nW (ω) and
nP (ω) can be expressed in a matrix form:

i(ω)
q
0
0
 =

(
jω + 1
τcap
)
− 1
τesc
0
− 1
τcap
jω + 1
τδn
+ 1
τesc
+ ω2rτP
1
τP
0 −ω2rτP jω + ω2r G′0

 nC(ω)nW (ω)
nP (ω)

(3.50)
where the QW's differential gain is G
′
0 = Adw
dG0
dNw
with A being the active region
area and dw the total QW thickness, and the resonance frequency and damping are
defined as:
ω2r =
vgG
′
0S0
τP
(3.51)
γ =
1
τδn
+
ω2r
4pi2
(
τP +
ε
G
′
0
)
(3.52)
Applying the Cramer's rule to Eq. 3.50, the modulation response and the in-
trinsic impedance are directly obtained, considering that the small signal voltage is
proportional to the small signal core carrier density. The exact solution of Eq. 3.50
is a relatively complicated equation [Cold 95, Esqu 99] that can be greatly simplified
for a better intuitive understanding, if some restrictions are imposed.
Assuming that η  1, the modulation responseH(ω) and the intrinsic impedance
Z(ω) can be written as :
H(ω) =
ω2r
(1 + jωτ0) (ω2r + jωγ − ω2)
(3.53)
Z(ω) = Rd
1
1 + jωτ0
T (ω) (3.54)
with T (ω), below threshold:
T (ω) =
1 + jωτI
1 + jωτδn
(3.55)
and above threshold:
T (ω) =
ω2r + jωγI − ω2
ω2r + jωγ − ω2
(3.56)
where τ−1I = τ
−1
δn + τ
−1
esc and γI = τ
−1
esc + γ. The dynamic resistance of the diode
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Figure 3.8: Magnitude of the normalized impedance |Z(ω)/Z(0)| versus frequency
below (left) and above (right) threshold for three different cases of the ratio τN/τesc.
Rd has been defined in Eq. 3.49 and the time constant τ0 is equal to τcap if the
effect of the capacitance Csc of space charge region in the p-n junction is neglected,
otherwise τ0 = τcap + RSCsc. The assumption Csc = 0 allows a clear explanation of
the phenomena related with capture escape and is valid in general for QW's laser.
A complete treatment including a finite value of Csc is provided in ref. [Esqu 99].
From Eq. 3.53, it can be seen that the effect of the carrier capture and escape
processes on the modulation response is only an additional low pass filter with time
constant τ0 with respect to the bulk semiconductor laser.
The intrinsic impedance depends on T (ω) whose poles and zeros positions change
with the ratio τδn/τesc via the parameters τI and γI .
Depending on τδn/τesc, qualitatively different behaviors of the frequency depen-
dent impedance are observed, which are plotted in Fig. 3.8.
Three different cases are discussed, considering different values of τδn/τesc with
the previous assumption η  1.
Case I: τδn  τesc.
In this case, T (ω) = 1 both below and above threshold and the impedance
simplifies to a simple low-pass filter with time constant τ0. The differential diode
resistance (Eq. 3.49) takes the expression of conventional diodes, both below and
above threshold Rd = mVT/I0.
Case II: τδn = τesc.
Below threshold, two poles at τeff and τ0 and one zero at τI with significantly
different values are observed in the impedance. Above threshold, the impedance
exhibits a peak with relative height T (ωr) = 1 + (τescγ) at the relaxation frequency
and a low-pass filter due to the influence of τ0.
Case III: τδn  τesc.
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Figure 3.9: (left) Transient behavior of a laser at the turn-on: current (black), carrier
density (blue) and photon density (red). (right) Enlarged view during the first spike
of relaxation oscillations.
Below threshold the pole at τ0 and the zero at τI are both at high frequencies,
thus the pole at τδN dominates the frequency dependent impedance.
Above threshold, there is a pronounced peak at the relaxation frequency. A
large drop is observed at threshold in the intrinsic differential diode resistance and
Rd vanishes above threshold due to clamping of the carrier number in the core. In
this case, the behavior of Rd is the same as for ideal bulk lasers, in which the carrier
number in the active region is clamped above threshold.
3.4 Gain Switching
The transient behavior at the turn-on of a laser exhibits damped oscillations of the
output power before the steady state operation is reached, as expected from the
discussion in the previous section. Figure 3.9 (left) shows a numerical simulation
of the current, carriers and photons evolution at the turn-on of the laser, when the
applied current is in the form I(t) = IBIAS + Imrect(t), where IBIAS is the low level
current value, Im is the step amplitude and the function rect(t) is an instantaneous
step increase. From the rate equation for carriers, Eq. 3.1, if a step current from
below to above threshold is applied, carrier density increases following:
N(t) = Nm
(
1− exp
(
− t
τN
))
+NBIAS (3.57)
where NBIAS =
IBIASτN
qVact
, Nm =
ImτN
qVact
. In fact, carriers respond to the step-like
current excitation as a low pass filter with time constant equal to the carrier lifetime
τN . Carriers increase following Eq. 3.57 and overcomes NTH starting stimulated
emission and photon generation, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (left). Photon density grows
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and depletes carrier density by stimulated recombination, causing N to decrease
during the leading edge of the first spike of relaxation oscillations, see Fig. 3.9
(right). When N < NTH , losses overcome gain, photon density decreases and the
pulse tends to extinguish. Then, carrier density grows again as the applied current
is still above threshold, causing the process to repeat and starting the oscillatory
behavior of carriers and photons until the steady state is reached with the clamping
of carrier density to NTH .
The damped oscillating behavior of a laser can be used to generate short pulses.
If only the first spike of the relaxation oscillations is generated, fast pulses can be
obtained, with duration in the order of the inverse of relaxation oscillation frequency
and peak power several times greater than the continuous power output. This
technique is called gain-switching [Lau 88] as it relies on the principle that the
gain is switched above and below threshold during the pulse duration. It can be
obtained by optical excitation from another laser or electrical excitation when the
laser is modulated by an external electrical source. Two kinds of current waveforms
are commonly used for gain switching a laser: a pulse train with fast rising edge or
a radio frequency (RF) sinusoid.
The gain switching technique has the advantage with respect to other pulse gen-
eration methods, such as mode-locking or Q-switching [Vasi 00], to be simple and
flexible. In fact, in both mode-locking and Q-switching techniques, an absorber
section must be included in the cavity, thus the device must be fabricated ad hoc
or an external cavity has to be built, whereas pulse generation from gain-switched
(GS) semiconductor lasers is obtained simply by direct modulation with an electrical
current source. Also, the pulse repetition rate of a mode-locked laser is fixed by the
cavity length, whereas with GS sources the pulse train period is equal to the current
modulation frequency and consequently can be easily varied. On the other hand,
GS sources generate highly chirped pulses with a relevant amount of jitter because
of the carrier induced frequency modulation at the laser turn-on and the stochas-
tic fluctuations of spontaneous emission preceding pulse generation. However, the
chirped nature of GS pulses can be used to compress the pulse with dispersion com-
pensating fiber or Fiber Bragg Gratings and optical injection (see next Section) can
be employed to reduce the amount of jitter.
Figure 3.10 show the numerical simulations of a GS laser, obtained with the
implementation of the RE set of Eqs. 3.1-3.3. Two electrical waveforms of the
injected current are considered: rectangular (Fig. 3.10 left) and sinusoidal (Fig.
3.10 right).
The highly chirped character of pulses generated from GS lasers affects the pulse
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Figure 3.10: GS pulse train generation by rectangular and sinusoidal electrical mod-
ulation: current (black), carrier density (blue) and photon density (red).
spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.11, where the simulation results for a GS laser, obtained
with different modulation parameters, are plotted in the temporal and spectral do-
mains. The pulse spectrum is obtained applying a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
algorithm to the slow varying envelope of the pulse, defined as
√
P (t) exp (jφ(t)),
where P(t) and φ(t) are the pulse intensity and phase obtained with the RE model,
respectively.
The single and double peaked pulses are generated varying the bias current. At
a low value of IBIAS corresponds a brief current transition above threshold and a low
resonance frequency, thus a single pulse from the first spike of relaxation oscillations.
At higher IBIAS, also the second spike of relaxation oscillations is excited, resulting in
a double peaked pulse. The non-linear character of the chirp is clearly shown in Fig.
3.11 (a), as it follows from carrier oscillations around threshold. This characteristic
chirp produces an asymmetric spectral intensity, typical of GS lasers, with a shoulder
on the positive frequency side, which corresponds to the rising edge of the pulse.
From the pulse spectrum is also clear the signature of the relaxation oscillation
frequency, fr, which produces the quasi sinusoidal modulation of the spectrum in
Fig. 3.11 (b). This behavior is even more pronounced in the double peaked pulse of
Fig. 3.11 (c)-(d), in which the temporal peak spacing is roughly equal to the inverse
of the peak spectral spacing, i .e. the relaxation oscillations frequency. The spectral
period in Fig. (b) (d) is not constant over the entire spectrum, as during the pulse
the instantaneous fr (which has been derived in the small signal approximation) is
not constant but varies with the applied current on a large signal scale.
It's interesting to notice that the previously described spectral characteristics
of GS laser pulses have not received much attention in literature [Lau 88]. The
chirp of GS lasers is often assumed linear or quasi linear, as it is assumed in pulse
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Figure 3.11: Simulated temporal intensities, chirp (a)-(c) and spectral intensities
(b)-(d) of the pulse obtained from a GS laser at different IBIAS.
compression with fiber dispersion compensation experiments [Taka 87, Liu 91], while
the asymmetric spectrum is a clear evidence of its non linearity. Also, the spectral
signature of fr, more evident in the double peaked pulse, but also present in the
single peaked pulse, has been usually neglected in most of the works on GS lasers
[Barr 98, Vu 08]. This could be due to the fact that it is often hidden by the spectral
resolution in practical experiments.
3.5 Optical injection of semiconductor lasers
The static and dynamic behavior of a semiconductor laser can be modified if addi-
tional physical elements are introduced, corresponding to additional terms into the
RE set described in Sec. 3.1. In optically injected lasers, the additional variables
come from an external source injecting coherent light into the laser. A schematic
configuration of optical injection in semiconductor lasers is depicted in Fig. 3.12,
where unidirectional light injection from one laser, referred as the master laser (ML),
to another, referred as the slave laser (SL), is obtained with two different schemes
for EE and vertical cavity lasers using unidirectional optical components, i.e. an
optical isolator and an optical circulator.
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Optical injection is a coherent phenomenon and it has to be treated with the
field rate equations, in which the photon population is expressed via the optical
field E(t) =
√
P (t) exp (jωt), where P(t) is the intensity and ω is the field angular
pulsation. The photon RE in the slave laser can then be expressed as [Nori 08]:
dE(t)
dt
=
(1− jα)
2
(
vgΓG− 1
τP
)
E(t) + κ
√
Pinj exp(−j∆ωt) + β N
τN
(3.58)
where Pinj is the injected power from the ML to the SL, k is the coupling coef-
ficient and Dw is the angular pulsation difference between the ML and the SL. The
other variables in Eq. 3.58 have been defined for the single particle RE set of Eqs.
3.1-3.3, expect for the gain , that is now defined as a function of the optical field:
G =
vg
dG
dN
(N −NTR)
1 +  |E(t)|2 (3.59)
The coupling coefficient is defined as:
κ =
1
τL
(
1
r2
− r2
)√
ηinj (3.60)
where r2 is the output mirror reflectivity, τL is the VCSEL round trip time, 2Lvg ,
and ηinj is the coupling efficiency of the injected light to the optical field in the
VCSEL cavity.
By solving Eq. in the steady state regime, the following condition on the detuning
range for injection locking is found [Chan 08]:
− κ λ
2
2pic
√
Pinj
P0
≤ ∆λ ≤ λ
2
2pic
√
Pinj
P0
√
1 + α2 (3.61)
where ∆λ = λmaster−λslave is the wavelength detuning, Pinj is the injected power
and P0 is the power emitted from the SL.
Figure 3.12: Experimental set-up for optical injection of semiconductor lasers: edge
emitting (EE) and vertical cavity (VC).
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Figure 3.13: Locking range: calculated (line) and experimental (circles), adapted
from [Hui 91].
The locking range is asymmetric due to the linewidth enhancement factor. The
physical origin of this asymmetry can be explained qualitatively as follows. The
external light injection reduces the carrier density which will in turn reduce the
gain of the slave laser. As the linewidth enhancement factor couples the gain and
the phase inside the slave cavity, the gain change through α gives a red shift of the
slave-cavity wavelength. Therefore, the slave laser tends to be locked to a wavelength
longer than its lasing wavelength (red side) [Chan 08].
A two-dimensional stability plot can be generated with wavelength detuning as
the vertical axis and injection ratio as the horizontal axis, which is usually used
to determine the locking condition, including injection regime and locking range.
Figure 3.13 shows an example of this plot comparing the theory and experiments,
by plotting Eq. 3.61 and by measuring the locking range, respectively.
If we use control theory to solve the stability of the injection-locked RE, there
exist unstable and stable locking regions within the locking range shown in Eqs.
3.61. In the unstable region, various nonlinear phenomena could take place, such as
pulsation and chaos. These effects have been studied by a number of groups. Stable
regime of injection locking is often used for the performance improvement of directly
modulated lasers, such as the increase of maximum modulation frequency and jitter
reduction. In Chapter 6 are presented the results obtained with a GS VCSEL
subjected to optical injection, resulting in a jitter reduction of the generated pulses.
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Chapter 4
Opto-electrical characterization of
1550 nm VCSELs with tunnel
junction
In this Chapter, the opto-electrical properties of 1.55 µm VCSELs with Tunnel Junc-
tion (TJ) are investigated. The VCSEL structure is presented and the static elec-
trical measurements are discussed, through a comparison with standard p-n junc-
tion laser diodes and an equivalent circuit including the TJ. Static current-voltage
measurements are fitted to the equivalent circuit and the bias dependence of the
circuit parameters is investigated. A frequency dependent analysis of the VCSEL
impedance above and below threshold is presented, including carrier capture-escape
effects in QW's structures. This analysis allows the understanding of the uncon-
ventional features of the device and leads to the extraction of carrier time constants
and recombination coefficients. An equivalent small signal circuit is proposed for
the modeling of the electrical parasitics of the packaged device and their values are
obtained with the fitting to the frequency dependent impedance measurements. The
measured modulation response of the packaged device is presented and a transfer ma-
trix approach is proposed for the removal of the bias independent parasitics and the
extraction of intrinsic laser parameters. A complete list of the VCSEL parameters
obtained from impedance and modulation response measurements is reported at the
end of the Chapter.
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4.1 Introduction
Long wavelength VCSELs are becoming a real alternative to standard EE lasers in
high speed communication applications [Koya 06]. The TJ based VCSELs emitting
at 1.55 mm have recently demonstrated 40 Gb/s data rates [Hofm 11] and mod-
ulation bandwidths in excess of 15 GHz [Mull 09]. Commercial devices up to 10
Gb/s are already available at a competitive price. A complete characterization and
modeling of the DC and high frequency electrical properties of packaged VCSELs is
necessary to properly design the driving electronics, as well as to determine the main
parameters needed to simulate the device performance in optical links. In addition,
measurements of the high frequency electrical impedance below threshold can pro-
vide important information about intrinsic physical parameters [Esqu 99, Shte 95].
Equivalent circuit models for semiconductor lasers have been employed since the
80s [Katz 81, Tuck 83], with different degrees of complexity. Several circuit mod-
els have been proposed for conventional and TJ based VCSELs [Zhu 10], based on
the particular geometry and considering different types of parasitics. In general
these circuits are compared with on-wafer measurements performed with microwave
coplanar probes, avoiding the parasitics of submount, package and bonding wires.
However, these parasitics are part of the electrical access when packaged devices are
used in communication applications, and therefore a complete characterization of
the equivalent circuit elements is needed. In this Chapter, the experimental char-
acterization of the DC and high frequency electrical properties of packaged 1.55 mm
TJ based InAlGaAs VCSELs is presented a procedure to determine the elements
of the equivalent circuit and to extract intrinsic physical parameters is proposed
[Cons 11a].
4.2 VCSEL structure and measurement set-up
The laser is a commercial (Raycan) fiber pigtailed 2.5 Gb/s VCSEL, packaged in
TO-56 can. It is based on InAlGaAs active region, tunnel junction (TJ), air-gap
aperture and InAlGaAs/InAlAs mirrors [Park 06]. The VCSEL structure is shown
schematically in Fig. 4.1. The active region consist of seven pairs of strain compen-
sated 7 nm thick InAlGaAs QWs.
From top to bottom, the VCSEL structure consists of the top DBR mirror with
28 pairs of InAlGaAs/InAlAs layers with 99.9% reflectivity, coated with a high Au
reflective mirror. The TJ and the 7-QWs active region are sandwiched between two
2.5 l-thick N-InP spacer layers. The diameter of the active region is 9 µm [Rayc 09]
and the air gap region provide optical and current confinement. The bottom DBR
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of the
VCSEL structure (adapted from
[Park 06]).
Figure 4.2: Experimental P-I-V
and calculated I-V characteristics
mirror is composite of 38 pairs of InAlGaAs/InAlAs layers with 99.5% reflectivity,
grown on the InP substrate with anti reflection coating. The VCSEL is bottom
emitting, and both contacts are on the top side of the VCSEL structure.
The P-I-V characteristics were measured at a controlled heat-sink temperature
of 25ºC with a Source Measure Unit (SMU, Keithley 238) together with a calibrated
Ge photodiode.
4.3 Static current-voltage characteristics
Figure 4.2 shows the measured P-I-V characteristics. A well known procedure
[Joyc 78] to analyze the I-V characteristic of a standard p-n junction with a series
resistance is based on the plot of the derivative I dV/dI vs. I, which can be described
by (see Sec. 3.2):
I
dV
dI
= (Rd +Rs0) I (4.1)
where Rs0 is the series resistance and Rd is the active region differential resistance
given by:
Rd =
mkT
qI
(4.2)
being m the junction ideality factor (typically between 1 and 2), k the Boltzmann
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between measured (solid red line) and calculated (blue
squares) I dV/dI characteristics. The inset shows the DC equivalent circuit.
constant, T the absolute temperature, and q the electron charge. A linear fit of the
measured I dV/dI vs. I characteristic provides the values of Rs0 and m from the slope
and the intercept with the abscissa axis, respectively. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are also
valid for a laser diode below threshold, but above threshold the clamping of the
Fermi levels caused by the stimulated emission makes zero the differential resistance
in the right hand side of Eq. 4.1. In consequence, the I dV/dI vs. I characteristic
shows a clear downwards step at threshold [Paol 76, Joyc 78].
The measured I dV/dI characteristic is shown in Fig. 4.3 with solid red line. The
results in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show two non-conventional features:
 The value of m as obtained by the extrapolation of Eq. 4.1 towards zero is
very high, between 7 and 10 depending on the current range; additionally the
I-V characteristics are clearly non-linear both below and above threshold.
 There is not a clear step at threshold, although some signature of threshold is
still apparent from the slope change around threshold in the measured I dV/dI
curve in Fig. 4.3.
The high value of the apparent ideality factor is attributed to the voltage drop
in the TJ, Vt, which depends non-linearly on the current. This voltage drop can be
related with the current by [Dema 70, Meht 06]:
I = Ip
Vt
Vp
exp
(
1 +
Vt
Vp
)
(4.3)
where Vp and Ip are the forward peak voltage and current of the TJ, respectively.
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m Rs0(Ω) IS(nA) Vp(mV ) Ip(µA) Rd @ ITH (Ω) Rt @ ITH (Ω)
2 41.1 0.003 382 73.1 32.1 147.1
2.8 40.0 0.39 365 93.7 45.0 135.4
5 31.7 97 356 242 80.3 108.2
Table 4.1: Electrical parameters extracted from the fit of the I-V characteristic and
differential active layer and TJ resistances at threshold.
The differential tunnel resistance Rt is obtained from Eq. 4.3 as:
Rt =
dVt
dI
=
Vt
1 +
(
Vt
Vp
) 1
I
(4.4)
Then the I-V characteristics of the device can be modeled by the DC equivalent
circuit shown in the inset of Fig. 4.3, and the total applied voltage can be written
as V = I RS + Vt + Vd, where Vd is the voltage drop in the active region, which can
be approximated as Vd ≈ mkTq ln
(
I
IS
)
, with Is being the p-n junction saturation
current.
The experimental I-V and I dV/dI characteristics below threshold were fitted
to Eqs. 4.1 - 4.4, using Rs0, m, Is, Ip, and Vp as fitting parameters. Different com-
binations of the fitting parameters provided a good agreement between calculations
and experiments, and values of the ideality factor ranging between 1 and 5 could be
obtained.
The values of the fitting parameters and the active region and tunneling differ-
ential resistances at threshold are summarized in Tab. 4.1 for different values of
diode ideality factor: i) m = 2, the typical value in laser diodes [Paol 76, Joyc 78],
ii) m = 2.8, the value reported for similar InAlGaAs QWs [Yang 09], and iii) m =
5, the value which provides the best fit. As no remarkable differences are observed
between the quality of the fitting in the three former cases, in the following m = 2.8
is considered, which is the value measured for similar material [Yang 09].
The calculated and measured I-V characteristic are compared in Fig. 4.2, show-
ing a very good agreement. For the selected value of m, the contribution of the TJ,
active region and series resistance to the total differential resistance are plotted in
Fig. 4.4. At threshold, the total differential resistance of the device is rather high,
around 200 W, and the contribution of TJ, series resistance and active region are
60%, 20% and 20%, respectively. The high voltage drop at the TJ explains the high
value of the apparent m when the I-V characteristic is analyzed considering only a
p-n diode with series resistance.
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Figure 4.4: Calculated differential resistances of the TJ (blue) and active layer (red)
as a function of the current in comparison with the DC series resistance (black).
The second non-conventional feature in the measured I dV/dI characteristic,
the small step at threshold, has been previously reported in other types of laser
diodes and attributed to different physical processes. Esquivias et al. [Esqu 99]
measured the electrical impedance of InGaAs/GaAs QW lasers and analyzed the
results considering the dynamic interaction between the three-dimensional carriers in
the confinement layer and the two-dimensional carriers in the QWs. They observed
the reduction or the absence of step in the differential resistance at threshold for
some particular devices, which was interpreted as a consequence of the absence of
clamping in the 3D carrier density caused by the carrier capture bottleneck together
with a low re-emission rate from the QWs to the confinement region. Following ref.
[Esqu 99], the active layer differential resistance above threshold is expressed as:
Rd =
mkT
q(
I + τδn
τesc
ITH
) (4.5)
with τδn and τesc being the differential carrier lifetime and the escape time, presented
in Chapter 3. Equation 4.5 indicates that the step at threshold depends on the ratio
between τδn and τesc: when τesc is much lower than τδn the differential resistance
drops to zero, as it is usually observed in bulk and QW lasers, but when τesc is much
larger than τδn there is no step at threshold in the I dV/dI characteristic. When τδn
and τesc are comparable, the height of the step at threshold can be used to estimate
the ratio between the two time constants [Weis 94a].
Eliseev et al. [Elis 05] also reported the absence of step at threshold, and even
the existence of an upwards step, in GaAs based laser diodes. They attributed this
behavior to injection induced conductivity. In the InAlGaAs QW lasers considered
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Figure 4.5: Set-up for the measurement of the S-parameters. An optical isolator
(OI), a photodiode (PD) and two standard Single Mode Fiber (SMF) pathcords are
used in the measurement of S21.
here, the high electron barrier expected in this material system suggests a more likely
interpretation based on the low re-emission of carriers from the QWs to the barriers.
In fact, Yang [Yang 09] measured escape times ranging between 2.5 and 12 ns for
InGaAlAs 1.5 mm laser diodes together with a behavior of the electrical impedance
consistent with the carrier capture/escape model. In the reported experiments, the
interpretation of the I dV/dI characteristic based on the dynamic processes is also
consistent with the results on the high frequency impedance measurements reported
in next section. Using Eqs. 4.2 and 4.5 and considering m = 2.8, the estimated
value of the ratio τesc/τδn is 4.3.
The I dV/dI characteristics below and above threshold were calculated using
Eqs. 4.2-4.5 and the parameters obtained after the fitting procedure described above.
They are compared in Fig. 4.3 with the experimental results, showing an excellent
agreement.
4.4 Electrical impedance below threshold
The scattering parameters (S-parameters) were measured with a Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA, Agilent E8363B). The small sinusoidal signal (-30 dBm) from the
VNA is superposed to the DC current from the SMU through a bias-tee and swept
from 0 to 10 GHz. The real and imaginary parts of the S11 parameter are directly
measured at the VNA, for each selected bias current. For the measurement of the
S21 parameter, which is presented further in this Chapter, a fast photodiode (40
GHz) is used together with an optical isolator, for avoiding back reflections, and
two fiber patchcords, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
The external leads of the TO-packaged device were shortened and they were
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Figure 4.6: Real (a) and imaginary (b) part of the electrical impedance at different
bias current below threshold: measurements (dots) and fitting to Eq. 4.6 (lines).
Small signal equivalent circuit (c).
directly connected to Port 1, with the VCSEL anode inserted into the central pin of
the SMA connector, and the VCSEL cathode in contact with the SMA receptacle.
The calibration plane was placed at the end of the SMA connector. The device used
in the measurements reported in this Chapter has a threshold current (ITH) of 1.6
mA and central wavelength of 1555.38 nm at 4 mA.
Figure 4.6 (a)-(b) show the real and imaginary parts of the subthreshold impedance
for different injection levels, as extracted from the reflection coefficient S11. The
measured laser impedance was modeled with the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.
4.6 c). This equivalent circuit is based on the device structure and it includes a sim-
plified version of the circuit model for the electrical parasitics of a TO-type package
[Chen 07].
The equivalent circuit includes four main parts: fixture and TO-header para-
sitics, chip parasitics, TJ and active region. The fixture and TO-header parasitics
are modeled with a series resistance RF , a series inductanceLF and a parallel capac-
itance CF arising from the connection between the SMA connector and the leads
of the TO-56 mount. The chip parasitics are modeled through a series resistance
RC and a series inductance LC , due to the internal bonding wire contacts, and
a parallel capacitance CC accounting for the distributed capacitance between the
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Rs(Ω) LF (nH) LC(nH) CF (pF ) CC(pF ) RF (Ω) RC(Ω)
32.8 1.23 3.2 0.52 1.14 2.4 14.4
Table 4.2: Extracted bias independent element values of the equivalent circuit.
chip contacts. The semiconductor layers are modeled by the series combination of
a resistance Rs, which includes the resistance of semiconductor layers and metal-
semiconductor interfaces, the TJ and the active region. The TJ is considered as the
parallel combination of the tunnel resistance Rt and tunnel capacitance Ct. The
active region is modeled considering capture/escape effects according to [Esqu 99]:
Zd(ω) = Rd
1 + jω
(
τ−1esc + τ
−1
δn
)−1
1− ω2τ0τδn + jω (τ0 + τδn + τ0τδnτ−1esc)
(4.6)
where Rd is the below threshold active layer differential resistance, and τ0 is an
additional time constant which includes contributions arising from τcap, the carrier
capture time, and from the time constant associated to the space charge region.
The measured impedance (real and imaginary parts) was fitted to the theoretical
expression of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.6 c), for bias currents between 0.4 mA
and 1.6 mA (step 0.1 mA) at frequencies ranging between 20 MHz and 8 GHz. Only
four curves in the measured current range are shown for clarity in Fig.4.6 a) and b).
In order to decrease the number of fit parameters, the diode differential resistance
Rd(I) and tunnel resistance Rt(I) were calculated from the analysis of the static I-V
measurements, using Eqs. 4.2 and 4.5. In the fit procedure, the electrical parasitics
RF , LF , CF , RC , LC , CC and Rs were considered independent of the bias, while the
TJ capacitance Ct and the dynamic time constants τesc, τδn and τ0 were considered
bias dependent. In the fit process, the total error, considering the complete set of
bias and frequencies, was minimized.
The results of the simulated impedance after the fitting procedure are compared
with the experimental characteristics in Fig. 4.6 a) and b), showing a very good
agreement up to 8 GHz and a small deviation above this frequency. The extracted
bias independent circuit elements are summarized in Tab. 4.2, and the evolution of
the bias dependent parameters are plotted in Fig 4.7.
The bias independent peak in the impedance at about 5 GHz is caused by the
fixture and chip electrical parasitics LF , CF , LF , and CC . Two different induc-
tances and capacitances, as shown in the equivalent circuit, must be introduced in
order to reproduce the high frequency peak in the impedance, as a single induc-
tance/capacitance combination did not provide good fitting quality. The values of
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Figure 4.7: Extracted differential carrier lifetime τδn and escape time τesc as a func-
tion of current (left) and extracted values of the TJ capacitance Ct and time constant
τ0 as a function of current (right).
the parasitic elements are comparable to those previously extracted in similar VC-
SELs, indicating that the proposed modeling of access parasitics is appropriate for
packaged VCSELs. The total series resistance (RF + RC + Rs) extracted from the
high frequency measurements was slightly higher than the series resistance Rs0 ex-
tracted from the static I-V characteristics, probably as a consequence of the different
electrical access in the high frequency and DC set-ups.
The tunnel capacitance Ct increases with the bias while the dynamic time con-
stants τesc, τδn and τ0 decrease (see Fig. 4.7). The escape time ranges between 3
ns and 1 ns, indicating a low carrier re-emission as expected from the high electron
barrier in this material system, and in agreement with the reported values in similar
QWs [Yang 09]. The decrease of the escape time with bias is a consequence of the
state filling effect which enhances the carrier re-emission. The same trend in the
escape time has been reported in InGaAs/GaAs QW lasers [Rome 00]. The ratio
τesc/τδn ≈ 1.5 is lower than the value extracted from the DC measurements but still
indicating the correct interpretation of the step in the I dV/dI characteristics. The
time constant τ0 ranges between 200 ps and 50 ps, and it is interpreted as arising
from the capture time τcap and from the space charge layer capacitance of the active
junction Csc [Esqu 99]:
τ0 = τcap +
τesc
τesc + τδn
RdCsc (4.7)
The decrease of τ0 with the current is a consequence of the inverse proportion-
ality of Rd with the current, and it is similar to that found in nominally undoped
InGaAs/GaAs lasers [Esqu 99].
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Figure 4.8: Inverse differential carrier lifetime and best fit to Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9
The dependence of the extracted differential carrier lifetime τδn on the bias cur-
rent was used to estimate the recombination coefficients by the standard fitting
procedure [Minc 99] to the expression:
1
τδn
=
∂R(N)
∂N
= A+ 2BN + 3CN2 (4.8)
where A, B and C are the non-radiative, radiative and Auger recombination coeffi-
cients, respectively, N is the carrier density and R(N) the total recombination rate.
Assuming an injection efficiency of 100%, R(N) is related to the current by:
I
qVact
= AN +BN2 + CN3 (4.9)
Figure 4.8 shows τ−1δn vs. I and the results of the best fit to Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9.
The extracted recombination coefficients are summarized in Tab. 4.3, in comparison
with other results reported in the literature for QW devices based on InAlGaAs/InP
material. As it is well known, there is a high uncertainty in the values of the
recombination coefficients due to differences in the active layers and operating point,
the method of extraction, and also to the simplicity of Eq. 4.9. In this context,
the values obtained here are reasonable, confirming the validity of the considered
approach.
It is important to remark that the quality of the fitting of the calculated impedance
to the experiments was also good when considering as input the values of Rd(I) and
Rt(I) obtained from the analysis of the I-V using a different diode ideality factor
m. In these cases the extracted parasitics elements were similar to those found for
m = 2.8 and the dynamic time constants showed the same trend with the current
with values only slightly different to those previously reported.
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Ref. This thesis [Minc 99] [Houl 05] [Yang 09]
No. QW's 7 5 6 2
Wavelength ∼ 1.5µm ∼ 1.5µm ∼ 1.3µm ∼ 1.5µm
A (s−1) 2.1·107 7·107 2.5·108 4.5·107
B (cm3s−1) 0.9·10−10 1.5·10−10 4·10−10 1·10−10 (guess)
C (cm6s−1) 1.6·10−29 1.4·10−28 5·10−28 1.9·10−29
Table 4.3: Comparison between the extracted recombination coefficients of strained
InAlGaAs QWs and previously reported values.
Figure 4.9: Measured real (left) and imaginary (right) electrical impedance at dif-
ferent bias current above threshold.
4.5 Electrical impedance above threshold
Figure 4.9 shows the measured real and imaginary parts of the impedance at different
bias above threshold. It can be clearly observed that there is not a discontinuity
of the low frequency magnitude of the impedance at threshold, consistently with
the DC I-V results. The low-frequency impedance takes a high value (250 W  80
W) and varies strongly with the bias current, contrary to the behavior of standard
laser diodes for which the input impedance takes a low fixed value corresponding to
the series resistance. These features are very important for the proper design of the
electronic driver in direct modulation.
The analysis of the intrinsic impedance of a semiconductor laser predicts a peak
at the relaxation frequency [Mori 79, Kan 92], which has been experimentally ob-
served in different devices [Weis 94a, Hard 90]. The absence of such a peak has
been related with carrier capture/escape effects [Esqu 99]. As it can be observed
in Fig. 4.9, the measured impedance shows a high frequency peak corresponding
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Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of the laser and electrical access through the transfer
matrix formalism.
to the fixture and chip parasitics, but it does not show a peak at the relaxation
frequency, which takes values between 1 and 3 GHz as determined by independent
modulation response measurements, as illustrated in the next Section. This fact
confirms again the interpretation of the electrical characteristics of these devices as
a consequence of the reduced re-emission of the QW carriers to the barrier layer
(τesc/τδn > 1), similarly to the behavior observed in p-doped InGaAs/GaAs lasers
[Esqu 99, Weis 94b]. The theoretical electrical impedance above threshold consid-
ering carrier capture/escape effects is described by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.6
but replacing Zd in Eq. 4.6 by the corresponding expression for the active layer
impedance above threshold [Esqu 99].
4.6 Modulation response and parameter extraction
The effect of electrical access and chip parasitics has to be considered for the calcu-
lation of the modulation response (MR) of the laser. The equivalent circuit of Fig.
4.6 is used to extract the VCSEL MR from the measured S21 parameter, taking into
account the contribution of fixture and leads, chip contacts and TJ. The S21 param-
eter has been measured with the set-up shown in Fig. 4.5. The laser is fed with
different values of the bias current from 2 mA to 7 mA and a superposed sinusoidal
signal (-30 dBm). The S21 parameter is measured between 0 and 10 GHz.
The contribution of the electrical access and chip contacts, is considered following
a transfer matrix approach, similar to the one described in [Baco 09]. The whole
system under measure is divided in two sub-systems: one representing the parasitics,
due to electrical access, contacts and TJ, and the other representing the VCSEL
optical cavity. Each subsystem is represented with an ABCD parameter matrix,
which offers a more convenient description with respect to S-matrix because it allows
the representation of cascaded sub systems through matrix multiplication. The
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complete system, including parasitics and laser cavity, is represented with the ABCD
matrix product schematically shown in Fig. 4.10, which is equal toMtot = MP×ML,
where Mtot is the ABCD matrix describing the whole system, MP is the ABCD
matrix associated with the electrical parasitics, ML is the ABCD matrix associated
with the laser optical cavity and × is the matrix cross product. Consequently, the
intrinsic laser parameters of the laser can be obtained from ML = M
−1
P Mtot, if MP
is known.
The ABCD matrix MP is obtained directly from the equivalent circuit in Fig.
4.6, as the product MP = MS ×MC ×MF , where MS, MC and MF are the ABCD
matrices of the series impedance circuits, the chip contacts and the fixture and
leads section, respectively. Those matrices are obtained directly from the equivalent
circuit in Fig. 4.6, using the definition of ABCD parameters:
MF =
(
1 + jωCF (RF + jωLF ) RF + jωLF
jωCF 1
)
(4.10)
MC =
(
1 + jωCC (RC + jωLC) RC + jωLC
jωCC 1
)
(4.11)
MS =
(
1 Rs +
Rt
1+jωRtCt
0 1
)
(4.12)
Once the S-parameters matrix of the complete system is measured with the VNA,
the electrical parasitics are corrected following these three steps : (i) conversion
from S-parameters to ABCD parameter of the whole measured system Mtot, (ii)
calculation of the laser intrinsic ABCD parameters using ML = M
−1
P Mtot and (iii)
conversion to S-parameters of ML for obtaining the corrected S21 of the VCSEL.
The conversion formulas from S-parameters to ABCD-parameters and viceversa
are given in the following expressions [Ghos 10].
From S to ABCD:
A =
(1 + S11)(1− S22) + S12S21
2S21
(4.13)
B = Z0
(1 + S11)(1 + S22)− S12S21
2S21
(4.14)
C =
1
Z0
(1− S11)(1− S22)− S12S21
2S21
(4.15)
D =
(1− S11)(1 + S22) + S12S21
2S21
(4.16)
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From ABCD to S:
S11 =
A+ B/Z0 − CZ0 −D
A+ B/Z0 + CZ0 +D
(4.17)
S12 =
2 (AD −BC)
A+ B/Z0 + CZ0 +D
(4.18)
S21 =
2
A+ B/Z0 + CZ0 +D
(4.19)
S22 =
−A+ B/Z0 − CZ0 +D
A+ B/Z0 + CZ0 +D
(4.20)
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the VNA.
The directly measured S21, usually considered the as-measured MR, is shown in
Fig. 4.11 (left) and the MR corrected following the above described procedure is
shown in Fig.4.11 (right, with thin lines). The main differences between uncorrected
and corrected MRs are the height of the peak, higher in the corrected MR, and the
slope of the response at high frequencies, with a higher slope in the corrected MR.
The corrected MRs were fitted to the theoretical MR of a QW laser, given in Eq.
3.53, which considers the standard response of a bulk laser (relaxation frequency
and damping) and an additional pole at τ0 accounting for the carrier capture time
and the space-charge capacitance time constant.
The fitting results are also shown on the right graph of Fig. 4.11 (thick lines).
The theoretical MR fits well to the corrected experimental MR at low frequencies
and at the peak, but at high frequencies the corrected MR drops faster than the
theoretical MR. This fact could indicate an over correction of the MR at high fre-
quencies caused by the uncertainty of the circuit elements used in the correction
procedure.
Figure 4.11: Modulation response for different bias currents: uncorrected (left
graph) and corrected and fitted to Eq. 3.53 (right graph, thin and thick solid lines,
respectively).
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Figure 4.12: Squared resonance fre-
quency as a function of applied cur-
rent for uncorrected (red dots) and
corrected (blue dots) data.
Figure 4.13: Damping factor ver-
sus squared resonance frequency
for uncorrected (red dots) and cor-
rected (blue dots) data.
The resonance frequency fr, damping γ and additional pole τ0 were obtained
as a function of the applied current from fitting of the corrected MR to Eq. 3.53.
Figure 4.12 shows the dependence of the squared resonance frequency on injected
current, comparing the uncorrected and corrected extracted values. The squared
resonance frequency shows the linear behavior with the current predicted by Eq.
3.25 up to around 5 mA, without important differences caused by the parasitics
correction. Above this bias, thermal effects become relevant, as the temperature
of active region increases above 40º (see Section 5.2), and the slope of the plot
decreases, showing some differences between uncorrected and corrected results. The
differential gain dG/dN can be extracted from the linear part of the plot making use of
Eq. 3.25, yielding a value of 1.2·10-16 cm2. This value is low in comparison with the
best values reported in EE lasers at ∼1.55 µm, which reach up to 1.3-1.5 10-15cm2
[Mats 98].
Table 4.6 compares the value of dG/dN obtained in this work, as well as other
dynamic internal parameters which will be commented later, with reported values
on 1.55 µm EE lasers based in InGaAlAs, either in the barrier or in the QW and
barrier. Reported values for 1.3 µm VCSEL are also included for completeness. We
have not found in literature reported values for neither EE lasers at 1.55 µm based
on the same active layer material than the commercial VCSEL analyzed here (Strain
Compensated, SC, InGaAlAs) nor for any VCSEL emitting at 1.5 µm. It is well
known that the differential gain depends on the band structure of the active layer
and on the injected carrier density [Cold 95]. The value obtained here is similar
to that predicted for Lattice Matched (LM) InGaAs QW with InGaAsP barriers
at high injection [Cold 95], but lower than those values reported in EE lasers (see
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Table 4.6), possibly due to the high carrier injection typical of VCSEL.
The transparency current density can be extracted from the threshold carrier
density, estimated from the results of the impedance characterization, and the ex-
tracted differential gain, yielding a value NTR ∼ 1.2·1018 cm-3, a reasonable value
for this type of active region [Cold 95].
The maximum 3 dB modulation bandwidth, f3dB, measured in the devices is 4.1
GHz at 7 mA (see Fig. 4.11). Although much lower than best reported values in
unpackaged 1.55 µm VCSELs (greater than 15 GHz, see reference [Mull 09]), this is
a very good performance for a packaged devices nominally scheduled for 2.5 Gbps.
Figure 4.13 shows the dependence of the damping as a function of squared res-
onance frequency, comparing the uncorrected and corrected extracted values. The
linear dependence predicted by Eq. 3.25 is obtained up to around 5 mA, similarly
to the behavior of the resonance frequency, as at higher bias thermal effects become
relevant. In this case the effect of parasitic corrections affects the extraction of the
K-factor, defined as the slope in Fig. 4.13, yielding 0.54 ns and 0.37 ns before and
after correction. The measured K-factor is similar to other values reported in liter-
ature for InGaAlAs based lasers (see Table 4.6), and provides a maximum intrinsic
modulation bandwidth of 23.7 GHz.
Making use of Eq. 3.24, the gain compression factor is found to be 0.45·10-17 cm3,
a small value in comparison with other devices (see Table 4.6), consistently with the
low value of dG/dN, and attributed again to the high carrier injection conditions of
the device under characterization.
4.7 Summary of VCSEL parameters
The full list of VCSEL parameters are summarized in Tab. 4.4-4.6. This set of
parameters can be useful for detailed device modeling, for the design of the driving
electronics and for the simulation of a full optical communication link in which the
1.55 µm TJ based VCSEL is used as an emitter.
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Symbol Parameter Value
R1 Top mirror reflectivity 99.9%
R2 Bottom mirror reflectivity 99.5%
n Refractive index 3.2
L Optical cavity length 3.15 µm
r Active region radius 4.5 µm
LQW Single QW length 7 nm
NQW Number of QW's 7
LAR Active region length 49 nm
Γl Longitudinal confinement factor 0.05
Γtr Transverse confinement factor 1
Table 4.4: VCSEL structure parameters obtained from [Park 06] and [Rayc 09].
Symbol Parameter Value
A Non-radiative recombination coefficient 2.1·107 s-1
B Radiative recombination coefficient 0.9·10−10 cm3s-1
C Auger recombination coefficient 1.6·10−29 cm6s-1
τN (ITH) Carrier lifetime at threshold 1.36 ns
NTR Transparency carrier density 3.14·1018 cm−3
NTH Threshold carrier density 4.36·1018 cm−3
τP Photon lifetime 5.6 ps
τδn (ITH) Differential carrier lifetime at threshold 0.34 ns
τesc (ITH) Carrier escape time at threshold 0.86 ns
τ0 (ITH) Single RC pole at threshold 48 ps
dG/dN Differential gain 1.22·10-16 cm2
K K-factor 0.37 ns
ε Gain compression factor 9.71·10−18 cm3
Table 4.5: Extracted VCSEL parameters from static and high frequency measure-
ments.
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4.8 Conclusions
The electrical properties of TJ based 1.5 mm VCSELs have been characterized and
relevant information has been obtained on the intrinsic properties of packaged lasers
after properly considering the fixture and mount electrical parasitics. An equivalent
circuit is presented including parasitics, TJ and carrier capture/escape processes
which present a very good agreement with the measurements. The VCSEL under
study shows a very high input differential resistance above threshold, ranging be-
tween 200 W and 80 W, which depends strongly on the applied bias. This high input
resistance is mainly attributed to the TJ.
The static and dynamic electrical measurements show the absence of voltage sat-
uration at threshold, which is interpreted as arising from the interplay between three
and two dimensional carriers, in QW's and core region, respectively. In particular, a
value of the escape time higher than the carrier lifetime explains this behavior and
it is confirmed by impedance measurements above threshold.
The analysis of the subthreshold electrical impedance considering carrier cap-
ture/escape effects provides a reasonable estimation of the escape time, the carrier
lifetime, and of the A, B and C recombination coefficients.
The VCSEL MR has been measured and the effect of electrical parasitics asso-
ciated with fixture, chip contacts and series resistance has been considered for the
calculation of the intrinsic MR of the laser. A transfer matrix approach is used to
correct the measured MR from the electrical parasitics. The dependency of reso-
nance frequency and damping on applied bias is obtained from the corrected MR,
allowing the calculation of the laser intrinsic parameters.
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Chapter 5
Pulse generation from gain switched
1550 nm VCSELs
This Chapter reports the characterization of the optical pulses generated from a GS
VCSEL emitting at 1550 nm. The gain switching technique is briefly described and
previous results by other authors with both GS EE lasers and VCSEL are reviewed.
The VCSEL used in the experiments is characterized under CW operation in terms
of P-I-V curve, spectral features and thermal behavior. The VCSEL is GS with a
sinusoidal current and the modulation parameters are varied in order to obtain the
shortest pulses. The dependence of pulse duration, peak power, timing jitter and
spectral bandwidth on the gain switching conditions is discussed. The shortest pulses
obtained at different repetition rates are finally summarized.
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5.1 Introduction
The gain switching technique is based on the excitation of the first spike of the
relaxation oscillations at the laser turn-on when the laser is directly modulated and
biased below threshold. In Chapter 3, the large signal modulation of a laser diode has
been introduced and the gain switching technique has been described. Briefly, the
main advantages of the technique are its simple implementation and the possibility
of tuning the pulse repetition rate. On the other hand, pulses from GS sources are
highly chirped and are usually affected by a large amount of jitter.
Picosecond pulse generation from GS semiconductor lasers was firstly reported
with AlGaAs based EE devices. The shortest pulse duration obtained at this wave-
length is 4 ps at a repetition rate of only 10 MHz [Bimb 84], generated with an
electrical pulse train at high injection level. More typical values at 850 nm are be-
tween 10-15 ps [Aspi 82, Elli 83] and 40 ps [Lin 80], with repetition rates up to 2.5
GHz [Auye 81]. Slightly longer durations are reported for InGaAsP EE lasers. The
shortest pulse obtained at 1310 nm has a duration of 6.7 ps at a repetition rate of
100 MHz [Liu 89]. Around 1550 nm a pulse-width of 11 ps at repetition rate of 1
GHz has been obtained [Whit 85], more typical values are between 25 and 60 ps
[Liu 81, Lin 85] and a repetition rate of 11.2 GHz has been reported [Lin 84b].
Due to the high negatively chirped character of pulses obtained with GS lasers
(see Chapter 3 Sec. 3.4), pulse propagation through an optical fiber with positive
dispersion and appropriate length allows pulse compression. With this technique,
Nakazawa et al. [Naka 90] compressed a pulse train at 500 MHz with duration 25-30
ps down to subpicosend pulse width (180-250 fs), using a GS DFB laser emitting at
1550 nm and different stages of amplification. Around 1310 nm, pulses from a GS
DFB lasers compressed to 2 ps have also been reported [Liu 91].
The shortest duration obtainable from GS lasers, without compression, is re-
lated to the modulation conditions and to the laser structure. Aspin et al. [Aspi 81]
showed that a small cavity length shortens the minimum pulse duration as a conse-
quence of the reduced photon lifetime. The advent of VCSELs, with typical cavity
length in the order of a few micrometers, was then promising for the generation of
very short pulses. A 4 ps pulse was obtained by Karin et al. [Kari 90] with a GaAs
based VCSEL, optically GS with a dye laser pump. However, it was pointed out by
other authors that such short duration were unfeasible in practical VCSELs using
electrical excitation, due to the high reflectivity ( > 99%) of DBR mirrors introduced
to obtain low threshold operation, which increases the photon lifetime [Hasn 92].
Typical pulse widths from 850 nm GS VCSELs are between 12 ps [Pepe 93a] and
28 ps [Lin 91] and repetition rates up to 8 GHz have been achieved [Wies 93]. A
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very short pulse of only 3.4 ps has been obtained with fiber compression of a 14.6
ps pulse at 500 MHz [Pepe 94] and a pulse train at 10 GHz with compressed pulse
duration of only 8.7 ps has been reported [Naka 07].
A few works report on pulse generation from GS VCSEL at different wavelength
than around 850 nm, because of the realization of robust, reliable long wavelength
VCSELs took place only in recent years, see Chap. 2. At 1.1 µm, pulses generated
at a repetition rate of 10 GHz and with compressed width of 11.5 ps have been
presented [Koiz 09]. At the communication relevant wavelength of 1550 nm, pulses
with duration of 55 ps and repetition rates up to 3 GHz have been investigated in this
work and pulse properties, i.e. peak amplitude, duration, jitter and spectral width,
have been characterized as a function of the gain switching parameters [Cons 08,
Cons 10a].
5.2 CW VCSEL characterization
The laser used in the experiments is a commercial (Raycan), fiber pigtailed 1550
nm 2.5-Gb/s VCSEL, based on InAlGaAs MQWs active region, buried TJ, air-gap
aperture, and InAlGaAs-InAlAs DBR mirrors [Park 06]. The device structure and
details have been described in Chapter 4.
Figure 5.1: P-I-V curve (left) and emission spectrum for IBIAS = 7 mA (right).
The experimental set-up for the CW characterization consist of a Source Measure
Unit (SMU, Keithley 238), used as a current generator and voltmeter, a power meter,
an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA, Ando AQ-6315A) with spectral resolution of
0.05 nm, and a home made temperature control based on a Peltier cell in contact
with the copper heat sink where the laser is mounted.
The P-I-V curve is measured between 0 and 10 mA, and the threshold current
(ITH) of the device is 2 mA at 25º C, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (left). The output power
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of the device is limited by the thermal roll occurring at about 8 mA, reaching the
maximum value of 0.8 mW in CW operation.
The spectrum of the VCSEL biased with 7 mA at 25º C is shown in Fig. 5.1
(right). The peaks in the spectrum are the multiple transverse mode excited, each
with two orthogonal polarization directions. The stronger peak at 1557.2 nm cor-
responds to the dominant polarization of the fundamental transverse mode of the
cavity. Spaced 0.5 nm (62.5 GHz) towards longer wavelength is the orthogonal polar-
ization mode, suppressed of more than 35 dB with respect to the main peak over the
whole current range. The wavelength spacing between the two polarization modes
is due to the difference of the effective refraction index of the VCSEL cavity along
each polarization axis, i.e. its birefringence, being a very high value with respect to
the ones usually reported (1-10 GHz), see [Hend 97] and references therein.
Peaks at shorter wavelength correspond to the second and higher order trans-
verse mode, also characterized by the two orthogonal polarizations. This has been
checked with a rotatable linear polarizer, that has also been used to verify that no
polarization switching occurs in the current range of operation.
Figure 5.2: Threshold current versus temperature (left) and P-I curves near thresh-
old at different temperatures (right).
The threshold current as a function of the heat sink temperature (THS) is shown
in Fig. 5.2 (left). Between 10º and 60º, the variation of ITH is about 300 µA,
having its minimum of 1.93 mA value for THS = 40º C. The P-I curves at different
temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.2 (right), with the applied current ranging from
1.5 mA to 2.8 mA.
The thermal impedance of the device, RTH , has been calculated measuring the
wavelength excursion of the laser as a function of temperature and dissipated power,
following the method described in [Joyc 75, Mann 81]. RTH is defined as the tem-
perature variation of the device per dissipated power, RTH = ∆T∆Pdiss [Joyc 75], and
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the method used for its calculation consists of two sets of measurements: i) the
wavelength peak is measured, when the laser is biased at a constant current and
the temperature THS is varied, thus obtaining the gradient ∆λ∆T
∣∣
I const
; ii) the tem-
perature THS is kept constant and the dissipated power is measured as a function
of the applied current, obtaining ∆λ
∆Pdiss
∣∣∣
T const
[Mann 81]. Finally, RTH is calculated
as RTH =
(
∆λ
∆Pdiss
∣∣∣
T const
) (
∆λ
∆T
∣∣
I const
)−1
.
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the measurements used for the calculation of RTH ,
which gives a value of 1608 K/W, slightly greater than the value measured from the
manufacturer in unpackaged devices (about 1500 K/W) [Rayc 09].
Figure 5.3: Calculation of RTH : a) peak wavelength shift versus heat sink tem-
perature at constant current, b) dissipated power as a function of peak wavelength
varying IBIAS at constant THS, c) peak wavelength shift versus applied current at
constant THS and d) temperature of the active region as a function of applied cur-
rent.
The temperature of the active region (TACT ) has been calculated considering
the electrical power dissipated in the device and the thermal impedance RTH , as
TACT = THS + RTH(PIN − POUT ), where PIN and POUT are the input electrical
power, given by the product of the applied current and voltage, and the output
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optical power, respectively.
The values of TACT obtained in the applied current range are shown in Fig. 5.3
d). The high increase of TACT with applied bias, about 5º/mA above threshold, is
a consequence of the Joule heating and of the high measured value of RTH .
5.3 Dependence of the pulse properties on Gain-
Switching conditions
The set-up for pulse generation from the GS VCSEL under study is shown in Fig.
5.4.
Figure 5.4: Set-up for pulse generation and characterization.
The VCSEL is fed through a bias-tee with a bias current IBIAS and an amplified
sinusoidal radio frequency (RF, Agilent 8648B) signal, with frequency fRF and am-
plitude PRF . The amplitude of the sinusoid is given in dBm, as the nominal output
of the RF generator on a 50 W load. The laser heat-sink temperature is controlled
by a Thermo Electrical Controller (TEC) based on a Peltier cell. The temporal evo-
lution of the pulses are measured with a fast photodiode and oscilloscope (Tektronix
CSA800, module 80C06-CR) and the pulse spectra are measured with the OSA.
Figure 5.5: Relaxation oscillations observed with fRF = 100 MHz, PRF = 10.5 dBm
for IBIAS/ITH = 1 (left) IBIAS/ITH = 0.25 (right).
The pulse intensies of the GS VCSEL for fRF= 100 MHz and PRF = 10.5 dBm,
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with IBIAS/ITH = 1 and IBIAS/ITH = 0.25 are shown in Fig. 5.5, left and right,
respectively. For IBIAS/ITH = 1, a strong initial peak followed by the relaxation
oscillations, at a frequency of approximately 3.6 GHz, is observed. In these condi-
tions the injected current overcomes the lasing threshold during a time large enough
to excite more than one single spike. At a bias current much lower than threshold,
IBIAS/ITH = 0.25, as shown in Fig. 5.5 (right), the maximum value of the injected
current and the time interval in which current overcomes threshold are both re-
duced, resulting in the generation of a single pulse per period, corresponding to the
first spike of relaxation oscillations. However, as the peak current is lower than in
previous case, the relaxation frequency is lower and consequently the pulse is weaker
and longer.
Figure 5.6 shows the peak power and pulse width of the first excited peak as
a function of fRF for different values of IBIAS/ITH . The relaxation oscillations are
observed until a certain value of fRF that depends on IBIAS/ITH . The increase
of fRF increases the amplitude and reduces the duration of the first spike, until a
single pulse per period is generated. Further increase in fRF produces pulses with
lower amplitude and longer duration, as the injected current per period is reduced
with shorter sinusoid period. The value of fRF separating multi spike from single
spike regions, also depends on PRF , as both IBIAS and PRF affects the relaxation
oscillation frequency. Single pulses with shorter duration are obtained at higher
fRF , with the higher values of IBIAS, as it is shown in Fig. 5.6 (right).
Figure 5.6: Amplitude (left) and duration (right) of the first spike of relaxation
oscillations versus fRF , with PRF = 10.5 dBm, varying IBIAS/ITH between 1 and
2.5. The arrows indicate the value of fRF separating the regimes of multiple and
single peak output.
Single pulse per period are generated and the dependence of the pulse amplitude
and Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) as a function of IBIAS is investigated
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at 2 GHz, varying IBIAS between 1.5 and 3.5 ITH , for different values of PRF (7,
10 and 13 dBm), see Fig. 5.7 (left). With IBIAS, the maximum injected current
also increases, resulting in a higher relaxation oscillation frequency and in a larger
portion of the sinusoid above ITH . Consequently, at low values of IBIAS, weak and
relatively long pulses are obtained and as IBIAS increases pulses are stronger and
shorter. This behavior is observed until the amplitude of the pulse saturates and the
FWHM increases again, due to the excitation of the second relaxation oscillation
at high values of IBIAS. As a result, the pulse duration has a minimum value at a
certain value of IBIAS, depending on fRF and PRF , typical of GS lasers [Paul 88].
The same dependence on IBIAS is observed for different values of PRF , with greater
amplitude and smaller pulse duration for increasing values of PRF , as the relaxation
oscillation frequency is also increased.
Figure 5.7: Pulse amplitude and FWHM as a function of IBIAS/ITH at a repetition
rate of 2 GHz for PRF =7, 10 and 13 dBm (left). Pulse amplitude and FWHM as a
function of PRF , at repetition rate of 1.5 GHz, for different IBIAS/ITH =1.75, 2 and
2.25 (right).
Figure 5.7 (right) shows the pulse amplitude and FWHM at a repetition rate of
1.5 GHz as a function of PRF with IBIAS as the parameter. When PRF is increased
until 19 dBm, the peak amplitude is higher and the duration shorter, but above
this value the pulse amplitude rapidly decreases and the FWHM slightly increases.
This is attributed to the fact that, initially, the laser responds with faster and more
intense pulses that evolve into sharper and shorter spikes due to the increasing in-
jected current. However, above some point, the large modulation amplitude induces
substantial device heating [Hasn 92, Wies 93] that degrades the laser response. As
mentioned in Sec. 5.2, the thermal impedance of our VCSEL is around 1680 K/W.
This value was used to estimate the temperature of the active region (TAR) for the
driving conditions in Fig. 5.7 (right). For the range of IBIAS considered, when PRF
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is higher than 19 dBm, TAR exceeds 50º C, as it was checked by measuring the emis-
sion wavelength shift. Pulse degradation is then attributed to the high temperature
reached in the active region.
The pulse timing jitter was measured directly at the oscilloscope at 1/3 the
pulse amplitude on the pulse rising edge. The results at 1.5 GHz and 2 GHz are
compared in Fig. 5.8. The pulse widths at both frequencies are similar, as it's
expected from the small difference in relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser.
However, we observed differences in the timing jitter and pulse amplitude. In both
cases, the measured jitter initially decreases with PRF due to the larger current
amplitude that speeds up laser response and narrows the distribution of turn-on
delays [Pepe 93b].
Figure 5.8: Timing jitter and pulse amplitude versus PRF with IBIAS/ITH = 2 for
fRF = 1.5 GHz (left) and fRF = 2 GHz (right).
At 1.5 GHz, the jitter reduction lasts until PRF ∼ 19 dBm, the value where
a maximum of the pulse amplitude is observed, while at 2 GHz, the minimum
jitter is obtained for PRF ∼12 dBm, a value lower than the maximum of the pulse
amplitude which takes place at PRF ∼16 dBm. The increase of jitter after some
point is thought to be related with device heating, which causes an increase of the
statistical distribution of carrier lifetime and consequently of the turn-on times. The
difference in the value of PRF at which the minimum jitter occurs at 1.5 and 2 GHz
is attributed to both electrical and thermal effects, which are closely intermixed at
the very high modulation amplitude used in these experiments.
The spectra of the pulse trains obtained at 2 GHz with IBIAS/ITH = 2 for three
values of PRF (5, 19, and 21 dBm) are plotted in Fig. 5.9 (right). The traces are
centered at the peak wavelength for clarity. As PRF is increased, the spectrum red-
shifts (2.51 nm at 21 dBm respect to 5 dBm, not shown in the figure) and the peak
value decreases, due to the heating effect of injected current. The spectral width
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broadens because of the deeper modulation of carriers, thus giving rise to more
chirped pulses. The secondary peak at about 0.5 nm above the main peak, which
emits in the orthogonal polarization with respect to the main peak, is enhanced,
due to the competition of the two polarization modes at the turn-on of the laser,
which is increased by the greater values of PRF .
Figure 5.9: The TBP as a function of PRF with IBIAS/ITH = 2 and fRF = 1.5 and
2 GHz (left). The pulse spectra with fRF = 2 GHz, IBIAS/ITH = 2 and PRF = 5,
19 and 21 dBm (right), spectra have been wavelength shifted for clarity.
The broadening of the pulse spectra caused by the frequency chirp during switch-
on was studied as a function of the gain switching conditions. The spectra of the
generated pulses are measured and the Time Bandwidth Product (TBP) was cal-
culated as the product of the FWHM of the temporal and spectral widths. The
measured TBP is shown in Fig. 5.9 (left) as a function of PRF , for IBIAS/ITH = 2
at 1.5 and 2 GHz. The TBP increases with PRF due to the larger modulation of
carrier density, as expected with the gain switching technique. For PRF = 7 dBm
and fRF = 1.5 GHz, the pulses have a very low TBP of 0.83 and duration of 92.7 ps.
At 2 GHz, the TBP is larger than at 1.5 GHz, due to the faster increase of carriers
at higher frequency, yielding deeper carrier oscillation during the light emission, and
in consequence higher chirp and TBP.
The operating conditions IBIAS and PRF were varied in order to obtain the
shortest pulse widths at frequencies between 1 and 3 GHz. Table 5.1 reports the
pulse durations, the spectral widths, the TBP, and the gain switching parameters.
The increase of fRF shortens the time slice in which current overcomes threshold
and efficient pulse generation is obtained if more carriers per period are injected.
Consequently, IBIAS and PRF have been increased with fRF .
At 1 GHz, the TBP is as low as 0.91 for pulse duration of 65 ps. When increasing
the frequency, shorter pulses are obtained, but with larger spectral widths, thus
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fRF (GHz) IBIAS/ITH PRF (dBm) ∆t(ps) ∆ν(GHz) TBP
1 2 13 65 14 0.91
1.5 2.25 18 64 25.2 1.61
2 2.5 19 61 26 1.58
2.5 2.75 19 55 37.5 2.06
3 3 18 55 40 2.2
Table 5.1: Pulse duration and bandwidth at different repetition rates and gain
switching conditions.
Figure 5.10: Pulse trains with the shortest pulse duration obtained at 2.5 (left) and
3 GHz (right).
greater TBP values. The shortest pulses are obtained at repetition rates of 2.5 and
3 GHz. At both frequencies, the FWHM is 55 ps and the TBP varies between 2.06
and 2.2. The minimum pulse duration of 55 ps is longer than the best reported
value in 850-nm VCSELS, 14.6 ps [Pepe 94]. The pulse trains with the shortest
pulse duration obtained at 2.5 and 3 GHz are plotted in Fig. 5.10.
5.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, the generation of pulses from a GS VCSEL emitting at 1.5 µm is
reported. The dependence of pulse peak amplitude, duration, jitter and TBP on
the gain switching parameters is investigated. Optimum values of IBIAS and PRF
are found for shortest pulse generation at repetition rates between 1 and 3 GHz.
Device heating from current injection at high modulation intensities is found to be a
limiting factor for the generation of shorter pulses, as it directly affects pulse quality,
reducing peak amplitude and increasing pulse width and jitter. The polarization
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mode competition at high modulation frequencies is also increased together with
the spectral width of the main mode and the pulse chirp. Depending on the gain
switching parameters, short and highly chirped pulses (55 ps and 2.2 TBP) or longer
low chirped pulses (65 ps 0.91 TBP) can be obtained.
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Chapter 6
Jitter reduction in optically injected
gain switched VCSEL
In this Chapter, the experimental results and numerical simulations of an optically
injected GS 1.55 µm VCSEL are presented. Optical injection is briefly described and
its application to semiconductor lasers for performance improvement is presented,
e.g. reduction of the chirp, enhancement of the modulation bandwidth, increase
of the side mode suppression ratio. The experimental set-up is described and the
suppression of the secondary polarization mode, depending on the polarization of the
injected light, when the laser is operating either in CW or GS, is reported. The pulse
generated when the VCSEL is GS at 100 MHz and 1 GHz, varying the modulation
parameters, are characterized in peak amplitude, timing jitter and FWHM duration.
A relevant decrease of the timing jitter due to optical injection is observed, with a
slight increase of the pulse width. A rate equations model, which consider trans-
verse carrier distribution and the two polarization modes, is presented. Numerical
simulations are performed with the same conditions of the experiments and a good
qualitative agreement is obtained between simulations and experimental results.
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6.1 Introduction
Optical injection (OI) refers to the technique in which the light from a laser (named
as the master laser, ML) is sent to another laser (the slave laser, SL), via a uni-
directional passive optical component such as an optical circulator, to modify in a
controlled manner the emission characteristics of the SL, as illustrated in Chapter
3. A rich variety of phenomena takes place in a semiconductor laser when sub-
jected to OI, such as injection locking, periodic pulsations, multi stability and chaos
[Ohts 05]. Injection locking occurs when the frequency of the SL is locked to the
frequency of the ML. Since the first studies on OI in semiconductor lasers, injection
locking has proved to be an efficient way to improve the transmission performance of
the injected laser. In 1980, the first demonstration of injection locking on a AlGaAs
semiconductor laser was reported by Kobayashi and Kimura [Koba 80], who ob-
tained a significant frequency stabilization of the injected laser. Single longitudinal
mode operation of a multi mode FP laser subjected to OI was reported two years
later by Iwashita and Nakagawa [Ywas 82]. The same year, Lang [Lang 82] pub-
lished the first theoretic work on injection locking of semiconductor lasers, which
established the theoretical framework and paved the way for various subsequent
theoretical predictions and studies.
In the last two decades, many research group have demonstrated laser perfor-
mances improvement in terms of chirp reduction [Lin 84a, Olss 85], modulation
bandwidth enhancement [Simp 95, Liu 97], and broadband noise reduction [Jin 00]
in EE devices subjected to OI. In the last years, a great interest has raised for OI in
VCSELs, due to the promising characteristics of these devices with respect to EE
lasers, e.g. single longitudinal mode operation, circular output beam, low thresh-
old, wafer level testability, low current operation, which make VCSELs competi-
tive optical sources for telecommunication channels and all optical signal processing
[Koya 06].
Very high modulation speed and resonance frequency have been reported recently
in a 1.5 µm VCSEL subjected to OI [Chro 07]. Adjustable chirp by means of OI in
directly modulated 1.55 µm VCSELs at 10 GHz have also been reported, allowing
error-free transmission over 40 km of SM fiber [Gatt 09]. Non linear dynamics
of parallel and orthogonal polarization injection has been recently investigated by
Hurtado et al. [Hurt 09] and a rich variety of phenomena has been experimentally
demonstrated, e.g. periodic pulsations in limit cycle and period doubling and chaos.
Recently the VCSEL to VCSEL injection scheme, in which both ML and SL are
VCSELs, is receiving much attention due to practical advantages of this scheme in
a real telecommunications system [Gatt 09, Haya 09]. The influence of OI on the
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Figure 6.1: Set-up for optical injection in GS VCSEL. Components are described
in the text.
timing jitter of GS VCSELs has been investigated by Noriega et al. [Nori 08] and the
authors found that a reduction of more than 70% of the pulse timing jitter can be
achieved. The theoretical prediction reported in [Nori 08] have been experimentally
demonstrated recently in a long wavelength GS VCSEL subjected to OI [Cons 09c,
Cons 09b, Cons 10b] at the repetition rates of 1 GHz and 100 MHz.
6.2 Orthogonal polarization suppression
The setup used to perform optical injection in a GS long wavelength VCSEL is shown
in Fig. 6.1. The VCSEL structure and CW characteristics have been described in
Chapter 4 and 5.
Light from a external cavity Tunable Laser (TL, Anritsu Tunics Plus-CL) is
injected into the VCSEL through a Polarization Maintaining Optical Circulator
(PMOC). A polarization controller (PC) is used to change the polarization of the
injected light into the VCSEL. The VCSEL is fed through a bias-tee with a bias
current IBIAS and a rectangular pulse train from a pulse generator (PG, Anritsu
MP1800A), with frequency fPG, pulse amplitude VPG and pulse widthWPG. Tempo-
ral and spectral pulse intensities are measured respectively with the optical module
(Tektronix 80C06-CR, 20 GHz of bandwidth) of a Communication Signal Analyzer
(CSA, Tektronix CSA8000) and with an OSA with 0.07 nm wavelength resolution
(Anritsu MS9710B).
The VCSEL threshold current, ITH , is 2.3 mA. The VCSEL spectrum, under
CW operation, has multiple peaks, corresponding to the fundamental and higher
order transverse modes, each characterized with two orthogonal linear polarization
modes, as explained in Chapter 5. The two peaks at 1555.4 nm and 1555.9 nm,
shown in Fig. 6.2, correspond to the parallel (‖) and orthogonal (⊥) polarizations
of the fundamental transverse mode. Under CW operation and for all the current
range, the orthogonal mode is suppressed more than 30 dB with respect to the
parallel mode and no polarization switching is observed.
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Figure 6.2: Optical spectrum of the CW biased VCSEL when IBIAS = 3 mA
without polarization selection (solid black line) and with the orthogonal polarization
suppressed (solid blue line).
The solid black line of Fig. 6.2 corresponds to the optical spectrum when IBIAS
= 3 mA and the frequency detuning is zero. In the setup of Fig. 6.1, the PC is
adjusted in such a way that the light is injected parallel to the dominant linear
polarization. In this situation, the secondary orthogonal polarization suffers a max-
imum attenuation because it orthogonally couples to the preferential direction of
the polarization maintaining OC. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, where the solid blue
line corresponds to the spectrum with the orthogonal polarization suppressed.
Under CW operation the orthogonal polarization is suppressed more than 30 dB
with respect to the parallel polarization of the fundamental transverse mode (see
the two peaks at longer wavelengths of the solid line of Fig. 6.2). However, when
the VCSEL is modulated the secondary orthogonal polarization is enhanced. We
show in Fig. 6.3 the spectra obtained when the VCSEL is GS with a repetition rate
of 100 MHz under the following conditions: IBIAS = 3 mA, VPG = 2.5 V, WPG =
250 ps and a consequent low duty cycle of 2.5%, when free running (black line) and
under OI (blue line).
During GS operation, the mode competition at the turn-on of the laser is en-
hanced and the Side Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR) is consequently reduced more
than 20 dB with respect to the CW operation, resulting in a poor suppression of
about 7 dB of the orthogonal mode with respect to the parallel mode, as shown
with solid black line in Fig. 6.3. The solid blue line of Fig. 6.3 corresponds to
the spectrum of the GS VCSEL when the VCSEL is subjected to OI, the frequency
detuning is zero and the PC is adjusted in such a way that the ML polarization
matches the parallel polarization of the VCSEL, resulting in a suppression of more
than 20 dB of the orthogonal mode.
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Figure 6.3: GS VCSEL spectra for a repetition rate of 100 MHz without polarization
selection (solid black line) and with the orthogonal polarization suppressed (solid
blue line).
6.3 Injection range for jitter reduction
The timing jitter, pulse width and peak amplitude have been measured when the
VCSEL is GS at two different repetition rates (1GHz and 100 MHz) as a function
of the injected optical power (Pinj) and the frequency detuning ∆ν = νML − ν‖,
defined as the difference between the frequency of the ML (νML) and the frequency
of the parallel mode of the VCSEL (ν‖).
We first consider the case in which the VCSEL is GS at fPG = 1 GHz, with VPG
= 2.5 V, WPG = 500 ps, and IBIAS = 1.3 ITH . The PC is adjusted in such a way
that the ML polarization matches the parallel polarization of the VCSEL, and the
VCSEL is locked to the ML, with consequent suppression of the orthogonal mode.
Figure 6.4 shows the spectra of the GS VCSEL when it is free running (solid black
line) and subjected to OI (solid blue line), when Pinj = 1 mW and ∆ν = 5 GHz.
Spectral broadening and SMSR reduction with respect to CW operation are
observed, as expected in GS lasers, due to the chirping effect of carrier induced
index modulation and the enhancement of mode competition at the laser turn-on,
respectively [Vasi 00]. Both effects are counteracted by OI, as the spectral width is
reduced from 14.8 GHz, in the case of free running GS VCSEL, to 9.3 GHz, when
the GS VCSEL is subjected to OI, and the SMSR is enhanced of more than 20 dB.
This is in agreement with previously reported results on GS DFB lasers subjected
to OI [Guig 07].
The pulse intensities obtained with Pinj = 1 mW and λML = 1558.58, 1548.48
and 1558.26 nm, that correspond to a frequency detuning of ∆ν = -35, -22.5 and 5
GHz, respectively are shown in Fig. 6.5. The left column shows the averaged pulse
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Figure 6.4: GS VCSEL spectra for a repetition rate of 1 GHz without (solid black
line) and with (solid blue line) OI (PML = 1 mW, ∆ν = 5 GHz ).
intensities, from which the pulse FWHM and peak amplitude are obtained. On the
right column the oscilloscope traces are shown, from which the timing jitter has
been measured on the rising edge of the pulse at one third of the maximum. Pulses
obtained when λML = 1558.58 nm are very similar to the ones obtained without OI
(with FWHM of 59.7 ps and peak amplitude of 0.79 mW) because the frequency
detuning, ∆ν = -35 GHz, is very large (the VCSEL is unlocked and the OI has
negligible effect on the injected VCSEL).
The peak amplitude, pulse width and timing jitter obtained with Pinj= 1 mW
and varying the frequency detuning ∆ν between -40 and + 45 GHz are shown in
Fig. 6.6. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that pulses become wider and more asymmetric
as λML approaches λ‖. That detrimental fact is however compensated by the much
smaller values of the timing jitter when λML approaches λ‖, as it is shown in Fig.
6.6. The decrease of the timing jitter is also evident in Figs. 6.5 (d)-(f) in which
the detuning is varied from -35 GHz to 5 GHz.
Figure 6.6 shows that for a detuning range from 20 to 27 GHz optical injection
reduces the 11.6 ps jitter of the solitary VCSEL to a value below 4 ps. The averaged
value of the jitter over that 47 GHz detuning range is 3.45 ps that results in a
jitter reduction larger than 70%. Over that ∆ν range the averaged FWHM is 73
ps corresponding to a slight increase of the pulse width (22 %) with respect to the
free running case. It can also be seen that low values of the jitter also result in
pulse broadening. A clear anticorrelation between pulse peak and pulse width is
seen in Fig. 6.6 in the detuning range 24 GHz < ∆ν < 30 GHz, with a value of
the correlation coefficient, defined as the covariance of two variables divided by the
product of their standard deviations [Mend 06], of -0.93.
Similar measurements were also performed at 100 MHz, because of the relevance
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Figure 6.5: Averaged shapes of pulses generated by the GS VCSEL subjected to OI
for three values of λML and PML = 1 mW are shown in parts (a), (b) and (c) that
correspond to a frequency detuning of ∆ν = -35, -22.5 and 5 GHz, respectively. The
corresponding oscilloscope traces are shown in parts (d)-(f).
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Figure 6.6: Jitter, FWHM (upper figure, left and right axis respectively) and peak
amplitude (lower figure) as a function of frequency detuning ∆ν when Pinj = 1 mW
and fPG = 1 GHz, VPG = 2.5 V, WPG = 500 ps, and IBIAS = 1.3 ITH .
of applications of GS pulses at this low frequency. Concretely, the interest is on
the realization of the OCDMA encoder, based on fiber optical delay lines and GS
VCSEL, described in Chapter 7.
The VCSEL is GS at fPG = 100 MHz, with VPG = 2.5 V, WPG = 250 ps and
IBIAS = 0.87 ITH , generating pulses of about 60 ps FWHM duration when free
running, thus a very low duty cycle of 0.6 %. The injected power Pinj is kept at
1 mW and the detuning ∆ν is varied between -47 and + 44 GHz, the measured
pulse FHWM and timing jitter are shown in Fig. 6.7. Under OI the timing jitter
decreases with respect to its value of 11 ps for the free running GS VCSEL, over a
wide detuning range. For ∆ν between 20 GHz and GHz, the jitter is less than 3
ps, which corresponds to a reduction of 72 % with respect to the free running case.
As it can be appreciated in Fig. 6.7, the qualitative behavior of jitter and FWHM
is similar to the 1 GHz repetition frequency case.
6.4 Comparison with simulation
The jitter reduction obtained in the reported experiments has been previously pre-
dicted by Noriega et al. [Nori 08] in a single transverse and polarization mode 1.55
µm VCSEL. The model employed in [Nori 08] has been extended by the same au-
thor, including the two orthogonal polarization modes which characterize the device
under study. Here the main characteristics of the model are summarized and the
results of the simulations are compared with experiments described in Sec. 6.3,
with the goal of validating the model and obtaining a better understanding of the
OI effects.
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Figure 6.7: Jitter (red solid line, left axis) and pulse FWHM duration (blue solid
line, right axis) as a function of ∆ν when the repetition frequency is 100 MHz and
PML = 1mW.
The model incorporates both spatial dependence of carrier density and optical
field profiles [Vall 98]. A cylindrical weakly-index guided VCSEL with transverse
modes LPmn is considered and the dynamical (temporal) evolution of the complex
field amplitude of each mode is given by:
dEi(t)
dt
=
(1− jα)
2
(
vggi(t)− 1
τP,i
)
Ei(t)+√
βpid
´ a
0
N(r, t)rdr
τN
ξi(t) + κi
√
Pinj exp(−j2pi∆νit) (6.1)
where gi(t) and τP,i are the modal gain and photon lifetime, respectively, of the i
mode, vg is the group velocity, Γ is the longitudinal confinement factor, a is the
radius of the waveguide, d is the active region thickness, τN is the carrier lifetime,
α is the linewidth enhancement factor, β is the spontaneous emission factor, ξ is a
complex white Gaussian noise term of zero mean, and N(r, t) is the carrier density,
which is dependent on the spatial coordinate r and time t. The last term of Eq. 6.1
accounts for optical injection, where Pinj is the injected power, κi is the coupling
coefficient into the i mode and ∆νi = νML − νi is the frequency detuning between
the ML frequency and the frequency of the i mode. Results are given in terms of
the detuning ∆ν = νML − ν with respect to the frequency of the lowest threshold
mode.
The modal gain gi(t) =
´∞
0
Ψ2i (r)A (N(r, t)−NTR) rdr/ 〈Ψ2i 〉 is defined for the
i mode, where the symbol 〈 〉 is used for denoting the following integral, 〈f〉 =´∞
0
f(r)rdr, where r is the modulus of the spatial vector in the active layer, Ψi(r) is
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the electrical field profile of the i mode, NTR is the carrier density at transparency
and A is the gain coefficient. The modal gain is dependent on the degree of spatial
overlap between the mode intensity profile and the carrier distribution. The evolu-
tion of the carrier density profile, N(r, t), is given by the carrier continuity equation
applied to the active region:
∂N(r, t)
∂t
= +
J(r, t)
qd
−N(r, t)
τN
+
D
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂N(r, t)
∂r
)
−
∑
i
aiΨ
2
i (r)gi(t)Pinj(t) (6.2)
where D is the diffusion coefficient, J(r, t) is the current density injected in the
active region, q is the electron charge, and ai = vgΓ/ (2pid 〈Ψ2i 〉). We consider a
uniform injection of current over a disk of radius s and then, J(r) = J if r < s, and
J(r) = 0 elsewhere. The evolution of the electrical field is found by integrating Eqs.
6.1 and 6.2. A complete description of the model together with the values of the
parameters can be found in [Vall 98, Nori 08, Cons 10b].
In the presented model, The VCSEL is assumed as emitting only in the two
linear polarizations of the fundamental mode LP01 at a wavelength 1558.3 nm for
the dominant parallel polarization mode and 1558.79 nm for the orthogonal mode.
This is accomplished in the model by considering that the modal losses of these
two polarizations are much smaller than those of the rest of the modes. Also,
the transverse field profile is assumed to be the same for the two polarizations ,
Ψ1(r) = Ψ2(r), corresponding to the fundamental transverse mode. Under CW
operation the orthogonal polarization is suppressed more than 30 dB with respect
to the parallel polarization in agreement with the experimental results.
A square-wave modulation is applied to the VCSEL with a repetition rate of 1
GHz and duty cycle of 50%. The laser is switched from below threshold to above
threshold. A bias current JBIAS = 0.5 JTH and current amplitude of JON = 2 JTH
are considered, being JTH the threshold current density. The power of the injected
signal Pinj is given in dBs with respect to the power of the solitary laser PON ,
that corresponds to the on-state current JON . The light is injected parallel to the
dominant linear polarization.
The simulated optical spectrum of the free-running VCSEL is shown in Fig. 6.8
(solid black line). Spectral broadening due to chirping effects is observed and the
SMSR of the orthogonal polarization is only 7.5 dB with respect to the parallel
polarization, which means a reduction of more than 20 dB with respect to CW
operation, in agreement with the experimental results shown in Fig. 6.3.
The optical spectrum of the VCSEL subjected to OI, when Pinj = -34 dB and
∆ν = 5 GHz, is also shown in Fig. 6.8 (solid blue line). The OI reduces the spectral
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Figure 6.8: Theoretical results for the optical spectrum of a GS VCSEL without
(solid black line) and with (solid blue line) OI (Pinj = -34 dB and ∆ν = 5 GHz ).
Figure 6.9: Theoretical results for jitter and FWHM duration (red and blue line,
upper figure respectively) and peak amplitude (lower figure graph) as a function of
frequency detuning ∆ν when the repetition frequency is 1 GHz and Pinj = -34 dBm.
width of the parallel mode of 29 % and improves the SMSR of the orthogonal mode
of 13 dB, with respect to GS operation. These results are in qualitative agreement
with the measurements shown in Fig. 6.4.
The timing jitter, FWHM duration and peak amplitude of the pulses are obtained
from the model as function of Pinj and ∆ν. Only the parallel polarization component
is considered for comparison with the experimental results. Figure 6.9 shows the
jitter and FWHM as a function of the frequency detuning ∆ν for an injection power
of -34 dB. A good qualitative agreement is obtained between the theoretical and the
experimental results shown in Fig. 6.6. It is found that for a detuning range from
-10 to 10 GHz, OI reduces the 13.6 ps jitter of the solitary VCSEL to a value below
7 ps. The averaged value of the jitter over that 20 GHz detuning range is 5.2 ps
that results in a jitter reduction larger than 60%. When the injected power Pinj is
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increased, jitter reduction can be achieved for a greater detuning range. However,
the oscillations of the jitter (see Fig. 6.9 for small negative values of ∆ν) also
increase. Over the detuning range from 10 to 10 GHz the averaged FWHM is 76 ps
that produces a slight increase of 15% in pulse width with respect to the free running
case. It can also be seen that low values of the jitter result in pulse broadening.
Figure 6.9 shows the peak amplitude as a function of the frequency detuning ∆ν
for an injection power of -34 dB. The theoretical result is again in good agreement
with the experimental result shown in Fig. 6.6. A clear anticorrelation between the
pulse amplitude and the pulse width is seen in Figs. 6.9 and 6.9 in the detuning
range -15 GHz < ∆ν < 15 GHz with a value of the correlation coefficient of -0.93.
This value is very close to the one obtained from the experimental results.
6.5 Conclusions
The effect of OI on the characteristics of the pulses generated by a GS single trans-
verse mode VCSEL emitting at 1550 nm is investigated. An experimental analysis
is carried out of the effect of OI on the timing jitter, maximum power, and pulse
width of optical pulses for two repetition rates, 100 MHz and 1 GHz, and for dif-
ferent values of the detuning between the frequency of the optical injection and
the VCSEL. The qualitative behavior is similar for both repetition rates. In the 1
GHz case, jitter reduction larger than 70% over a 47 GHz detuning range centered
around the VCSEL lasing frequency is obtained. This jitter reduction is accompa-
nied by a slight increase in pulse width with respect to the free-running case. A
clear anticorrelation between peak power and pulse width is observed. A theoretical
study has been performed by using a model that incorporates both spatial depen-
dence of carrier density and optical field profiles. The two polarization modes of the
fundamental transverse mode are taken into account in the model. Timing jitter,
maximum power, and pulse width are obtained for a repetition rate of 1 GHz, and for
different values of the detuning between the frequency of the injected light and the
VCSEL. The results obtained from numerical simulations for pulse characteristics
are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results.
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Chapter 7
Optical Code Division Multiple
Access Encoder based on a 1550 nm
gain switched VCSEL
In this Chapter, an optoelectronic transmitter for a fiber based multi-user optical
channel is proposed. The proposed device is based on a VCSEL emitting at 1.55 µm.
The VCSEL is GS with a rectangular pulse train, with short pulse duration and low
duty cycle. A special driving circuit has been developed for the generation of short
electrical pulses with abrupt rising edge, for having efficient excitation of the laser
relaxation oscillations during the GS laser operation. The multi-user approach is
based on a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) channel, in which the communi-
cation from each user is coded in a specific manner. We report the implementation of
a simple encoder based on a set of optical delay lines and two fiber splitter/combiner.
A code signature for a 10 users 20 Mb/s channel is obtained and presented with the
proposed encoder.
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7.1 Introduction
CDMA is a network access strategy in which data from multiple users are transmit-
ted concurrently over the network and differentiated with code specific detection.
CDMA on a fiber optics communication channel allows asynchronous user access and
avoids the overhead associated with synchronization or network protocols. Since its
first proposal [Pruc 86], Optical CDMA (OCDMA) has been considerably developed
due to the growing demand on information speed, channel capacity and traffic man-
agement. Different coding approaches have been developed in the last two decades:
intensity time coding, spectral amplitude, spectral phase and spatial encoding are
the four principal techniques used nowadays, see [Pruc 06] and references therein.
Optical codes have been recently proposed for multi user indoor free space infrared
[Hern 09] and visible light communication channels [Medi 11] and in this context, the
code family of Random Optical Codes (ROC) [Mart 09] has emerged as a promising
solution.
This Chapter presents the design and realization of an OCDMA encoder based
on a temporal intensity coding approach, due to its simple implementation, reduced
dimension and low cost realization. A set of delay lines is used to encode an optical
pulse into a low intensity pulse train, i.e. replicas of the pulse are suitably positioned
into various time slots or time chips. The main pulse is generated from a GS VCSEL
emitting at 1.55 mm. Code generation has been demonstrated with a bit period of
50 ns, divided into 125 chips and an optical code with weight 8 has been used
[Cons 09a].
7.2 System description
In OCDMA channels, the single bit is coded with a peculiar sequence of pulses with
sub-bit duration, called chips. The code length, LC , is the maximum number of
chips that can be allocated inside one bit, i. e. LC = TBIT/TCHIP , where TBIT is
the bit duration and TCHIP is the chip duration. For example, a 1 Gb/s transmission
(equivalent to a bit duration of 1 ns), coded with a code length of 1000, has a chip
duration of 1 ps. The code weight, WC , is the number of chips (WC < LC) coding
the bit: their temporal positions inside the bit length makes the code signature, see
Fig. 7.1. Two different codes with the same LC andWC differ by the code signature,
given by the chip positions.
The proposed OCDMA encoder is based on the construction of a code from a
periodic pulse train, in which the pulse duration is the chip duration TCHIP and the
period corresponds to the bit duration TBIT . As a consequence, the pulse train duty
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Figure 7.1: Coding principle of an
on-off keying transmission.
Figure 7.2: Block diagram of the
OCDMA encoder
cycle, given by the pulse duration divided by the period, corresponds to the inverse
of the code length LC . The higher is the value of LC , the higher is the number
of potential users who can communicate on the same OCDMA channel[Pruc 06].
Thus, a pulse train with low duty cycle and short pulse duration is needed for our
implementation of an OCDMA encoder.
The block diagram of the proposed encoder is depicted in Fig. 7.2. The bit
sequence is sent to the driving circuit that modulates the laser and the bits are then
coded through a set of optical delay lines. In the following sub sections, each part
of the block diagram is described.
7.2.1 Driving and bias circuit
In Chapter 3, the pulse generation from a GS laser has been described and in
Chapter 5 the pulse properties obtained with a GS VCSEL emitting at 1.55 µm
have been discussed. The results indicate that pulses with duration of 55 ps can be
obtained with a sinusoidal signal at the frequency of 2 GHz and 3 GHz, which allows
a code lengths of 9 and 6, respectively. These low values of LC are inadequate for a
multi user OCDMA channel, being the typical code lengths an order of magnitude
greater [Pruc 06]. Thus, a rectangular pulse train with low duty cycle has been
chosen to drive the GS laser and a Step Recovery Diode (SRD) has been used for
the generation of a short electrical pulse with fast rising time. The SRD is a diode
with a very short recovery time, i.e. the time needed to switch from forward to
reverse bias [Pack 84]. This characteristic is used to re-shape and shorten electrical
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Figure 7.3: The driving and bias circuits (left). Waveforms at point A (black line)
and B (red line) of the driving circuit (right).
pulses with properly designed circuits based on SRD.
The complete driving circuit is shown in Fig. 7.3 a). The signal (VGEN) is a
rectangular pulse waveform with pulse width of 5 ns and period of 50 ns. The pulse
width is the minimum permitted by the available instrumentation (Tektronix AWG
420) and the period duration is large to increase the code length. A Step Recovery
Diode is used to shorten the rise time and the duration of the rectangular pulse.
The diode is forward biased with a current (IFWD) of 6 mA. When VGEN is 0 V,
the diode is still forward biased and a low impedance value exists between the two
terminals so that the cathode is almost at the ground potential. When VGEN grows
to a positive value, the diode switches to a high impedance state and all the charge
is quickly transferred to the load. Due to the fast transition time of the SRD, the
rise time and the duration of the current pulse are reduced. Figure 7.3 b) shows
the waveforms captured at the oscilloscope. The pulse width of 5 ns is shortened
to 0.9 ns. The output pulse is clearly asymmetric. The driving circuit could be
improved if a second diode were used. In this work, the driving circuit has been
designed to obtain a suitable waveform for gain-switching the laser with the available
instrumentation.
7.2.2 Laser diode
The laser diode is a VCSEL emitting at 1.55 µm manufactured by Raycan, simi-
lar to the device described in Chapter 4. The choice of a VCSEL as the optical
transmitter of the encoder is due to the well known advantageous characteristics of
the device, described in Chapter 2: low threshold current, low power consumption,
single longitudinal mode operation and high fiber coupling efficiency. The VCSEL
threshold current (ITH) is 2 mA and the bias current (IBIAS) is set to 0.85·ITH to
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Figure 7.4: Single pulse (down) and pulse train (up) generated by the VCSEL.
extract only the first spike of relaxation oscillations in GS operation.
Figure 7.4 shows the pulse train and the single pulse obtained when the input
at the driving circuit is a pulse with duration of 5 ns and the period is 50 ns. The
optical pulse at the VCSEL output has a FWHM of 375 ps, yielding a duty cycle of
0.8%, which corresponds to 125 chip positions available for coding.
7.2.3 Optical delay lines
Coding process is obtained through the system shown in Fig. 7.5. The pulse train
enters a 1x8 splitter and 8 weaker pulse replicas are obtained. They propagate
through different lengths of fibers, each one selected in order to match the chip
positions of the code. Pulses arrive with relative shifts in time at the 8x1 combiner,
and the code is obtained at its output. The chip duration is 400 ps and, considering
a group velocity in fiber of 0.2 mm/ps (for a refractive index of 1.5), the fiber length
for one chip is around 80 mm. As the 1x8 splitter introduces insertion losses in
the system ( > 9dB), an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) is placed at the
VCSEL output, providing 5 dBm peak power for the input pulses.
Figure 7.5: The optical delay lines used to generate the code.
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Figure 7.6: The code signature obtained at the output of the 8x1 combiner.
A Random Optical Code (ROC) [Mart 09] has been chosen for the generation of
the code signature. The chip positions are obtained with a pseudo random number
generator and one code signature is associated to each channel user. In the proposed
OCDMA encoder implementation, a 10 users channel and a code family with LC =
125, WC = 8 are considered. The bit coding for a general user obtained with the
selected ROC in the considered channel is shown in Fig. 7.6.
7.3 Conclusions
In this Chapter, an optoelectronic transmitter for an OCDMA communication chan-
nel at 1.55 µm is proposed. An electrical circuit based on a SRD allows the gen-
eration of electrical pulses with short duration and fast rising edge. The electrical
pulse train drives the GS VCSEL and an optical pulse train with period of 50 ns and
pulse duration of 375 ps is generated at the VCSEL output. The OCDMA code is
obtained with a set of optical delay lines from the low duty cycle optical pulse train.
A code signature based on the ROC code family, with length 125 and weight 8, is
generated for a 10 users OCDMA channel at 20 Mb/s. The complete system is a
compact, affordable and efficient solution which can be applied to a communication
channel where a multi user environment is needed.
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Chapter 8
Time resolved chirp measurements
based on a birefringent
interferometer
In this Chapter, a novel technique for the complete characterization of optical pulses
is demonstrated. In the introduction, different techniques for the instantaneous fre-
quency measurement of an optical signals are presented, with special attention to the
Phase Reconstruction using Optical Ultrafast Differentiation (PROUD). A novel
implementation of PROUD, based on optical differentiation using a birefringent in-
terferometer, is reported. This new method is compared with previously reported
techniques for the chirp measurement, presenting its benefits with respect to previ-
ous implementations. The time resolved frequency chirp of pulses generated with
a GS semiconductor laser, with durations ranging between 100 ps and 800 ps, is
measured. The pulse spectra have been reconstructed from the optical phase obtained
with our implementation of PROUD and the measured pulse intensity. From the
measured intensity and the recovered chirp, the linewidth enhancement factor of the
laser is obtained. Furthermore, the proposed technique is compared to an iterative
procedure for the phase retrieval using the temporal and spectral measured intensities.
Finally, the advantages and limitations of the proposed method are summarized.
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8.1 Introduction
The knowledge of the instantaneous frequency of an optical signal is a relevant issue
in fiber optical communications where chirp compensation is often required to in-
crease the transmission bit rate or length. In addition, pulse compression techniques,
material characterization and chirped pulse amplification are fields of interesting ap-
plications for instantaneous frequency measurements of optical pulses. Moreover, in
semiconductor lasers, the linewidth enhancement factor can be extracted from the
pulse intensity and chirp [Koch 84].
The measurement of the pulse optical phase often reduces to a phase retrieval
problem, as the temporal and spectral intensity are the two directly measured quan-
tities from which the optical phase has to be deduced. When both temporal and
spectral intensities are available, there exists a class of algorithm [Fien 82], basi-
cally inspired by the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [Gerc 72], which allows the phase
retrieval from an iterative procedure based on Fourier transforming. The Gerchberg-
Saxton algorithm was originally proposed for image reconstruction in astronomical
measurements; in that case the phase retrieval concerned the spatial phase of the
observed object. Indeed, the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm has found multiple appli-
cations in different fields of engineering and physics.
In ultrafast optics, i.e. femtoseconds pulses, there is no direct detection system
fast enough to capture the pulse temporal evolution and consequently the Gerchberg-
Saxton cannot be applied. In fact, in this scenario, not only the phase is the unknown
quantity but also the pulse temporal intensity. For this reason, pulse autocorrelation
via a non-linear crystal was initially employed for the estimation of the duration and
shape of pulses generated from broad band solid state femto lasers, e. g. Ti:sapphire
laser. However, autocorrelation has an intrinsic limitation on its degree of precision,
as the pulse shape must be assumed a priori, for a correct estimation.
Several techniques have been proposed for femtoseconds pulses characteriza-
tion and there exits today a wide class of pulse measurement methods [Walm 09].
Namely, the most common techniques used in ultrafast experiments are the fre-
quency resolved optical gating (FROG) [Treb 00] and spectral shearing interferom-
etry for direct electrical field reconstruction (SPIDER) [Iaco 98]. Both types of
techniques are based on a non-linear interaction of the pulse under test, having an
intrinsic limitation on the sensitivity of the measurement, and hence find appro-
priate application in high power, low repetition rate femtoseconds pulse trains. In
the telecommunication environment, linear versions of both FROG and SPIDER
have been proposed by Dorrer et al. [Dorr 02, Dorr 03], allowing the measure-
ment of the instantaneous frequency of pulses with durations ranging from hun-
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dreds of femtoseconds to tens of picoseconds and peak amplitudes of hundreds of
micro Watts. However, these technique part from the assumption that the tempo-
ral intensity is not available, as it is for femtosecond pulses, while in communica-
tions applications, where longer pulses are used, a fast photodiode and oscilloscope
are often enough. In this context the instantaneous frequency is often referred as
the Time Resolved Chirp (TRC) of the pulse. Several technique have been pro-
posed for the TRC measurement, involving spectral [Debe 98, Vill 08] or tempo-
ral [Berg 88, Lave 03, Sato 05, Tamm 97] measurements. The work proposed by
Bergano et al. [Berg 88], i.e. the frequency discriminator technique, is easily im-
plemented with a variable spectral filter and a fast photodiode and oscilloscope: it
is based on filtering the optical signal with a known linear spectral function and
obtaining the TRC from the measured pulse intensities.
The phase reconstruction using optical ultrafast differentiation (PROUD) method
[Li 07, Li 09b] is very similar to the discriminator technique, as it is also based on the
spectral filtering and temporal intensity detection of the pulse. The major advan-
tage of PROUD with respect to the discriminator technique is that the formulation
of PROUD takes into account the phase of the optical transfer function of the filter,
i. e. an optical differentiator.
The implementation of PROUD proposed in this Chapter [Cons 11c, Cons 11b] is
based on a birefringent interferometer, acting as the required optical differentiator,
which transfer function can be easily changed between two pulse measurements.
The pulses generated from a GS DFB laser have been characterized in amplitude
and phase, for different modulation condition, measuring the TRC of pulses with
different shapes and durations ranging from 100 ps to 800 ps. The pulse spectra
are reconstructed from the retrieved phase and measured intensity, allowing the
comparison with the independently measured spectra from which an error estimation
is obtained.
From the intensity and TRC curves, the linewidth enhancement factor of the
DFB laser under study is obtained, using a simple analytic formula. Additionally,
the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm, previously mentioned, is considered for the phase
retrieval of the considered pulses. It is shown that the spectral resolution required
for a correct phase estimation is limiting the applicability of the algorithm to the
considered pulses.
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8.2 PROUD technique and experimental set-up
The PROUD technique is based on the acquisition of two temporal intensities, i.
e. the original pulse and the differentiated pulse, and the knowledge of the spectral
transfer function of the optical differentiator. The measured pulse intensities (origi-
nal and differentiated) are used to obtain the instantaneous frequency of the original
pulse. The general idea of spectral filtering and temporal detection is schematically
depicted in Fig. 8.1. By filtering with a linear transfer function the pulse to be
measured, the pulse temporal intensity is changed accordingly to its time resolved
frequency content. The instantaneous frequency is then recovered performing a sim-
ple calculation, using the original and differentiated intensities and the slope of the
linear spectral filter.
Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of spectral filtering and temporal detection for
TRC measurement.
In PROUD, the spectral filtering is obtained with an optical differentiator, which
transfer function can be written as H(ω) = jAD(ω−∆ω), where AD is the differen-
tiator amplitude coefficient, w is the base-band frequency, and ∆ω = ω0−ωR is the
difference between the signal carrier frequency ω0 and the differentiator resonance
frequency ωR [Slav 06]. Let u(t) =
√
P (t) exp(jφ(t)) be the temporal complex enve-
lope of an optical pulse, with P(t) being the pulse intensity, φ(t) the pulse phase and
ωi(t) = dφ(t)/dt the pulse instantaneous frequency. Under the condition |∆ω| > ωi(t),
the instantaneous frequency of the pulse can be recovered from the pulse intensity
|u(t)|2 and the intensity at the differentiator output |v(t)|2, with the following direct
expression [Li 07]:
ωi(t) =
√√√√( |v(t)|AD )2 − (d|u(t)|dt )2
|u(t)|2 −∆ω (8.1)
It's worth noting that the condition |∆ω| > ωi(t) simply implies that the spectral
bandwidth of the input signal is entirely positioned at either side of the differen-
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tiator resonance frequency. Then, the pulse phase can be obtained by numerically
integrating the instantaneous frequency: φ(t) =
´
ωi(t)dt + φ0, where φ0 is a non
relevant constant. A key point of the technique is the requirement of synchronization
between the measured intensities |u(t)|2 and |v(t)|2 for the validity of Eq. 8.1. Thus,
in previous implementations of PROUD [Li 07, Li 09b], the temporal delay between
the input and output of the differentiator was measured and compensated. The
proposed implementation avoids the need for time delay compensation, resulting in
a significant simplification of the experimental apparatus and procedure. This is
achieved by switching the spectral transfer function of the filter in such a way that
the differentiator transfer function is used to measure |v(t)|2 and a plain transfer
function is used to obtain a signal proportional to |u(t)|2 at the filter output, thus
preserving the synchronism.
A schematic of the complete set-up is shown in Fig. 8.2 together with a photo-
graph of its physical implementation. The laser used in the experiments is a com-
mercially available, fiber pigtailed, 2.5 Gb/s, 1540 nm Distributed Feedback (DFB)
laser (JDS Uniphase). A polarization controller is used to align the polarization of
the GS DFB laser with the fixed linear polarizer. Before entering the interferometer,
the signal is amplified by an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA). The amplifier
plays a double role in our experiments: it improves the signal to noise ratio and al-
lows the measurement of the interferometer transfer function by using its Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE) as input signal. The output of the interferometer is
divided by a 50/50 coupler such that half of the signal is directed to an OSA and
half to a fast photodiode and oscilloscope (20 GHz bandwidth).
Figure 8.2: Schematic of the set-up: GS DFB laser, polarization controller (PC),
EDFA, fixed linear polarizer (FIX POL), Polarization Maintaining Fiber (PMF),
rotatable linear polarizer (ROT POL), photodiode (PD), oscilloscope (OSC) and
OSA. A photograph of the experimental set-up is also shown.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Measured magnitude of the interferometer transfer function for b =
45º (black line) and GS laser spectrum (red line). (b) Measured ASE spectra for b
= 0º (black line) and b = 45º (blue line) and GS laser spectrum (red line).
The interferometer is based on a birefringent medium and consists of (i) one linear
polarizer oriented at 45º with respect to the slow and fast axes of a Polarization
Maintaining Fiber (PMF), (ii) the PMF and (iii) a rotatable linear polarizer with
variable polarization angle b, measured with respect to the slow axis of the PMF.
The two orthogonal components of the light at the exit of the first polarizer travel
different optical path lengths in the PMF due to the difference of the effective
refractive index of the two axes of the fiber. Thus, the PMF axes act like the two
arms of a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer. The out-coming components along
the slow and fast axis of the PMF interfere at the rotatable polarizer with maximum
contrast when the polarizer is oriented at 45º with respect to the PMF axes. By
rotating the polarizer, the spectral response of the interferometer can be modified,
to obtain a plain transfer function when its axis is aligned with the slow or fast axis
of the PMF (b = 0º, b = 90º).
Figure 8.3 a) shows the GS laser spectrum, together with the magnitude of the
interferometer transfer function as obtained by using the ASE spectrum of the EDFA
as input signal and setting the rotatable polarizer with b = 45º. In the described
set-up, the PMF length is 90 cm and the measured spectral half period (wavelength
spacing between adjacent zeros) of the interferometer is 6.6 nm, corresponding to
a temporal delay between the two interferometer arms of 1.2 ps. This value corre-
sponds to a birefringence of 4 ·10−4, consistent with the specification of the PMF. In
the experiments the linear spectral filtering was ensured since the spectral FWHM
for the most chirped pulses was 0.16 nm. As it can be observed in Fig. 8.3 a), the
condition |∆ω| > ωi(t) is fully achieved, and a zero of transmission is not far from
to the laser emission wavelength.
The parameters AD and ∆ω of Eq. 8.1 are obtained from the linear fit of the
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ratio between the ASE spectra when b = 45º (maximum contrast) and b = 0º (plain
spectrum). Figure 2 b) shows the measured ASE spectrum for b = 0º and b = 45º
and the spectrum of the most chirped pulse in our experiments. The values obtained
for AD and ∆ω are 0.78 ps/rad and 1.0·1012 rad/s, respectively.
8.3 Time resolved chirp measurements
The optical pulses were generated with the GS DFB laser through the superposition
of a bias current IBIAS and a sinusoidal current with frequency 500 MHz and electri-
cal power 4 dBm. Three values of IBIAS were used, resulting in pulses with different
durations and shapes: IBIAS = 13 mA, 16 mA and 20 mA (the laser threshold cur-
rent is 13.6 mA). Figures 8.4 a), b) and c) show the measured intensities |u(t)|2 and
|v(t)|2, and the corresponding instantaneous frequency calculated from Eq. 8.1 for
the three pulses. The pulse spectrum was reconstructed from the measured pulse
intensity and the recovered phase by means of a discrete Fourier transform algo-
rithm. The measured and reconstructed pulse spectra are shown in Figures 8.4 d),
e) and f). The spectral fringes corresponding to the signature of the laser resonance
frequency, presented in Chapter 3 and expected in GS lasers, are observed in the
reconstructed spectra. The recovered spectra were convoluted with the measured
spectral response of the OSA filter (the FWHM is 6.25 GHz), in order to be properly
compared with the measured spectra. The three measured pulses show frequency
oscillations during the relaxation oscillations at the laser turn-on due to the carrier
induced index modulation, as discussed in Chap. 3. By increasing IBIAS, longer
pulses and multiple spikes are observed at the output of the laser, producing double
and triple peaked pulses.
The pulse obtained with IBIAS = 13 mA, Fig. 8.4 a), has a FWHM duration
of 102 ps. Its instantaneous frequency decreases almost linearly along the pulse
peak. This negatively chirped character is a consequence of the carrier induced
index modulation resulting from the decrease of the carrier density during the first
spike of relaxation oscillations. At the maximum pulse intensity, the carrier density
crosses its threshold value, and consequently the instantaneous wavelength is that
of the laser above threshold (neglecting thermal effects and assuming perfect carrier
clamping above threshold). The spectrum of the pulse obtained with IBIAS = 13
mA is shown in Fig. 8.4 d). The pulse spectrum (FWHM ∼ 20 GHz) shows an
asymmetric profile with a shoulder on the positive frequency side, typical in GS
laser pulses [Liu 91, Barr 98]. A very good agreement is obtained when comparing
the reconstructed and measured spectra, confirming the validity of the time-resolved
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chirp measurements of GS laser pulses.
Figure 8.4: Measured pulse intensities |u(t)|2 (left, black lines) and |v(t)|2 (left, blue
lines), recovered instantaneous frequency (left, red lines), measured (right, black
line), recovered (right, red line) and convoluted spectra (right, blue circles), for
IBIAS = 13 mA (top), 16 mA (centre), and 20 mA (bottom).
The pulse in Fig. 8.4 b), obtained for IBIAS = 16 mA, has a total duration of
480 ps (at 13% of the maximum) and shows two intensity peaks with a temporal
delay of 300 ps, corresponding to a relaxation oscillation frequency of 3.3 GHz. The
recovered spectrum of this pulse has a fringed structure with fringe spacing equal to
the inverse of the temporal delay between the two peaks. This fine spectral structure
is washed out in the measured and in the recovered convoluted spectra due to the
OSA finite resolution, as shown in Fig. 8.4 e).
A triple peaked pulse with total duration of 880 ps (at 13% of the maximum) and
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peak spacing of 240 ps is obtained for IBIAS = 20 mA, see Fig. 8.4 c). Increasing
IBIAS corresponds to an increase of the relaxation oscillation frequency and thus
a reduction of the temporal delay between adjacent pulse spikes. The measured
and reconstructed spectra (Fig. 8.4 f) show a more symmetrical profile and smaller
spectral width than previous pulses, as a consequence of its longer duration.
8.4 Linewidth enhancement factor measurement
From the pulse intensity and chirp, it's possible to obtain the linewidth enhancement
factor (a parameter), considering that the phase-amplitude coupling strength of the
laser is expressed through the a parameter. From the analysis of the rate equations
reported in [Koch 84], the instantaneous frequency variation n(t) can be expressed
as a function of the pulse intensity P(t) according to:
ν(t) =
α
4pi
1
P (t)
dP (t)
dt
(8.2)
Figure 8.5 (left) shows the simulated intensity and chirp of a GS laser pulse,
with typical GS parameters for single peaked pulse generation, obtained with the
rate equations model described in Chapter 3. In Fig. 8.5 (right), the chirp is plotted
as a function of 1
4pi
1
P (t)
dP (t)
dt
, following Eq. 8.2. Neglecting the low intensity points,
which are shown for completeness, the value of the a parameter can be calculated
with a simple linear regression in the linear region of the graph. The arbitrary value
of a = 5, used in the simulation is recovered as the slope of Fig. 8.5 (right).
Figure 8.5: Simulation results for the recovery of a parameter from pulse intensity
and chirp.
The measured pulse intensity and chirp obtained with IBIAS = 13 mA, shown
in Fig. 8.4 a), are used to calculate the linewidth enhancement factor of the DFB
laser. The result is plotted in Fig. 8.6, where the linear regression is also shown,
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Figure 8.6: Extracted linewidth enhancement factor from the pulse intensity and
chirp obtained with IBIAS = 13 mA.
obtaining a = 3.5, which is a typical value for this type of laser. The low intensity
points are omitted for clarity.
The proposed technique for the a parameter measurement is a straight forward
extension of the TRC measurement, from which n(t) and P(t) are obtained. The
main limitation of this method comes from the noise in the pulse intensity measure-
ment, which strongly affects the results in Fig. 8.5 (right), via the derivative of P(t)
in Eq. 8.2. This drawback can be overcome by proper design of a numerical high
frequency filter, to get rid of the noise component in the intensity measurements, as
it has been done for the pulses obtained with our set-up.
8.5 Phase reconstruction with Gerchberg-Saxton Al-
gorithm
At the beginning of this Chapter, the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is mentioned and
its applicability to the phase retrieval of an optical pulse is presented. This is the
case of most optical communication signal, such as the experiments presented, and
therefore it is interesting to apply the algorithm and test its efficiency.
The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [Gerc 72] is an iterative algorithm for the pulse
phase retrieval which uses the temporal and spectral intensities of the pulse. Figure
8.7 shows the conceptual block diagram of the algorithm, which involves four quan-
tities: the temporal and spectral intensities, P(t) and Im(ω), respectively, and the
temporal and spectral phases, φ(t) and ψ(ω), respectively. While the intensities are
known, the phases are unknown and its retrieval is the goal of the algorithm. The
algorithm consists of an iterative Fourier transformation, from temporal to spectral
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Figure 8.7: The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm.
domain and backward: at each cycle the phases are left free to change, while the
moduli are substituted with the square root of the measured intensities. These are
the external constraints that must be imposed for the algorithm to converge.
In practical cases, the pulse spectrum could contain a fine structure, as it happens
in GS pulses, that is washed out by the OSA resolution. This is the case of the
reconstructed spectra shown in Fig. 8.4 (d),(e),(f) which exhibit the resonance
frequency signature discussed in Chapter 3, with spectral fringes spaced about 2
GHz. Considering that the OSA resolution is 6.25 GHz (0.05 nm @ 1550 nm), it is
evident how the spectrum fine structure is lost in the measurements.
Figure 8.8: Simulated temporal intensity and chirp and reconstructed chirp (right)
and convoluted spectrum with different OSA filter bandwidths (left).
The Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm has been implemented and applied to the sim-
ulated temporal and spectral pulse intensities obtained from a GS laser. Figure 8.8
shows the effect of the OSA resolution on the reconstructed chirp. Considering the
simulated spectrum with no convolution (blue line in Fig. 8.8 right) and convoluted
with a narrow 0.01 nm OSA filter, the results from the iterative procedure (blue and
magenta lines in Fig. 8.8 left) are very similar to the original pulse chirp (crosses in
Fig. 8.8 left), resulting in an efficient reconstruction of the temporal phase. Anyway,
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when the OSA filter is set to 0.05 nm, the inefficiency of the procedure in recon-
structing the pulse chirp is evident, due to the blurring effect of the filter on the
pulse spectrum.
8.6 Accuracy of the proposed technique
The accuracy of the proposed technique for TRC characterization can be estimated
from the comparison between the measured and recovered spectra shown in Fig. 8.4
d), e), f). An error parameter is defined as:
 = 100·
´ |Im(ω)− Ir(ω)| dω´
Im(ω)dω
(8.3)
where Im(w) and Ir(w) are the measured and the recovered intensity spectra,
respectively, and the integrals extent over the entire pulse spectrum . The values of
the error for the three measured pulses in Fig. 8.4 a), b) and c) are 3.9%, 6.3% and
7.1%, respectively. These errors correspond to an uncertainty in the chirp amplitude
between 5 and 10 %, as estimated by numerical simulation of the spectra, indicating
that the accuracy of the measurement is better than 10%.
This small error indicates that our implementation of PROUD technique is valid
for the characterization of pulses generated from GS semiconductor lasers, avoiding
the need of a high resolution spectrometer to apply phase reconstructions algorithms.
Numerical simulations indicate that a spectral resolution better than 0.01 nm would
be required to get similar errors by retrieving the phase from the temporal and
spectral intensities. The final resolution of our technique is limited by the signal
to noise ratio of the temporal intensities. In our experiments the main source of
noise is the timing jitter caused by the stochastic fluctuations of the GS laser turn-
on. The TRC results presented here were measured by averaging 150 times the
intensity profiles and applying a low pass filter during the data processing to get
rid of the high-frequency noise. In comparison with previous implementations of
PROUD [Li 07, Li 09b], our technique avoids the need for the compensation of the
temporal delay between the input and output pulses.
This implies a reduced set-up and a simplified experimental procedure which only
takes a few minutes to perform a complete TRC measurement. The PMF based in-
terferometer has proved to be very stable with ambient temperature fluctuations,
due to the fact that the two arms of the interferometer, i.e. the slow and fast axis
of the fiber, share the same medium and therefore are affected by the same ther-
mal changes. In comparison with other techniques for the characterization of TRC
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[Berg 88, Lave 03, Sato 05, Tamm 97, Vill 08, Debe 98], our procedure is very simple
avoiding time consuming sensitive adjustments. In fact, our technique is similar to
the discriminator technique proposed in refs. [Berg 88, Lave 03, Sato 05, Tamm 97],
which are also based on the measurement of the temporal intensities after filtering
the signal with different transfer functions. The main advantage of the PROUD
method in comparison with these techniques is that the expression providing the
frequency chirp takes into account not only the amplitude of the frequency response
of the filter, but also its phase response, which gives rise to the term d|u(t)|
dt
in Eq. 8.1.
In consequence, it provides a more accurate measurement in the case of low chirped
pulses. In addition, our procedure can be implemented making use of standard
instrumentation in a photonics laboratory, such as a sampling oscilloscope and an
OSA, in addition to common optical components and a low-cost PMF patch-cord.
The non-iterative algorithm used in PROUD allows for a very fast determination of
the TRC through a simple processing of the measured data.
This technique can be applied to measure pulses of different duration by proper
design of the interferometer free spectral range using shorter or longer PMF lengths.
The main limitation for the characterization of short pulses (in the range of ps
or lower) is the need of a high bandwidth oscilloscope, but this can be overcome
by using temporal stretchers, with well known frequency response, to broaden the
original pulse [Li 09b]. In addition, the characterization of short pulses at higher
data rates will be limited by the degradation of the signal to noise ratio and by the
jitter. The proposed implementation of PROUD could be further improved for better
performance and alternative applications. A balanced temporal PROUD [Li 09a] can
be implemented by replacing the rotatable polarizer in Fig. 8.2 with a polarizing
beam splitter, which, when properly aligned with respect to the PMF, would provide
two outputs equivalent to the outputs of a conventional MZ interferometer. The
temporal difference between the two outputs, measured by means of a balanced
photodetector, is proportional to the input intensity and to the frequency chirp.
The reduction of jitter and noise achieved with the balanced detection would allow
for real-time and single shot TRC measurements. Furthermore, this balanced set-
up could be used as demodulator of phase modulated optical signals to recover the
instantaneous phase profile, in a similar manner to the balanced PROUD set-up
based on a MZ interferometer [Li 09a].
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8.7 Conclusions
The implementation of a simple, fiber based set-up for the direct measurement of
the TRC in telecommunication optical signals and the linewidth enhancement factor
of a semiconductor laser has been proposed and demonstrated. The instantaneous
frequency is recovered from the temporal intensity of the pulse after temporal differ-
entiation with a fiber based polarization interferometer, which is implemented with a
PMF patch-cord and two linear polarizers. The proposed set-up avoids the temporal
delay compensation needed in previously reported implementations of PROUD sim-
plifying the experimental apparatus. As a proof-of-concept the technique has been
applied to characterize the TRC of a GS DFB laser emitting at 1540 nm. From the
measured intensity and the recovered TRC, the linewidth enhancement factor of the
laser has been calculated. The applicability of the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm is
discussed and it is shown that, depending on the laser characteristics and the gain-
switching parameters, the required spectral resolution of the measurements can be
inadequate. The spectra calculated from the measured intensity and the recovered
phase were compared with the measured spectra, indicating that the error in the
TRC is lower than 10%. In comparison with other techniques for the complete char-
acterization of optical signals this implementation has clear advantages regarding
simplicity and accuracy.
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Conclusions
The conlcusions of this Thesis are summarized as follows:
 An experimental procedure for the characterization and estimation of internal
parameters in packaged VCSELs has been developed and it has been applied to
1550 nm Tunnel Junction based VCSELs. The procedure is based on a combi-
nation of static and dynamic electrical and optoelectronic measurements. The
effect of the TJ on the electrical properties of Long Wavelength VCSELs has
been determined. An electrical equivalent circuit has been proposed for the
packaged device, including the contribution of electrical parasitics, of the TJ,
and the effect of the MQW active region. The latter has been treated con-
sidering the interaction between unconfined carriers in the core and confined
carriers in the QWs, through the carrier capture/escape model. The effect
of the TJ to the device impedance is relevant, as it varies significantly with
applied bias, below and above threshold and with frequency: this is a major
issue in the design of practical electronic drivers for directly modulated de-
vices. Through the modeling of the MQW active region, the dynamic decay
constants of the carriers in the core and in the QWs have been obtained, and
it was possible to estimate the recombination coefficients of the InGaAlAs ac-
tive region. Finally, taking into account the electrical parasitics obtained with
the frequency dependent impedance measurements, we have extracted from
the modulation response important internal parameters, i.e. differential gain
and gain compression factor. The complete set of parameters can be used for
modeling the behavior of the device in optical links and for proper design of
the electronic driver.
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 The pulse properties of a Gain Switched VCSEL emitting at 1550 nm have
been investigated, for the first time, as far as we know. The pulses have been
characterized in terms of FWHM duration, peak amplitude, timing jitter and
Time Bandwidth Product. The dependence of each of these quantities on the
GS conditions has been investigated, confirming consolidated results typical
of GS lasers. Moreover, the thermal properties of the laser are shown to be
fundamental in the limitation of the shortest obtainable pulses with this type
of VCSELs. Pulses with different durations, in the range of tens of picoseconds
and few milliwatts, can be obtained, with different values of jitter and TBP,
depending on the GS conditions. The shortest duration obtained is of 55 ps,
at 2 GHz and 3 GHz, whit highly chirped pulses.
 The reduction of the jitter in optically injected GS VCSEL, previously pre-
dicted theoretically, has been experimentally demonstrated. The pulse jitter,
pulse duration and amplitude have been measured as a function of the injected
power and the frequency detuning. Within a range of injection conditions, op-
tical injection can improve the transmission performance of the injected laser,
as it produces spectral narrowing and improves the secondary mode suppres-
sion ratio. The results indicate that a jitter reduction higher than 70 % in
comparison with the free running VCSEL can be obtained at different repeti-
tion rates, in agreement with the results of the simulations.
 An OCDMA encoder based on a GS VCSEL emitting at 1550 nm has been
designed and implemented. An electrical driving circuit based on a Step Re-
covery Diode for pulse generation with the GS VCSEL has been developed.
The code is obtained with a set of 8 optical delay lines, each of them shifting
the GS VCSEL pulse to its temporal position into the code. Our encoder
allows the communication of 10 users on the same channel at a bit rate of
20 Mb/s. The proposed encoder presents the advantages of a simple imple-
mentation with inexpensive components and it is an efficient solution in those
communication environments where a reduced bandwidth for multiple users is
required.
 A novel implementation of the PROUD technique has been proposed and its
validity and has been demonstrated by measuring the Time Resolved Chirp of
pulses generated from a GS DFB laser emitting at 1.55 µm. The novelty of the
proposed implementation is that the transfer function of the interferometer can
be changed between a plain transfer function and the differentiator transfer
function, allowing a reduced set-up and simplified experimental procedure,
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with respect to previous realizations of PROUD. The accuracy of our technique
is measured by the comparison between the reconstructed and measured pulse
spectra. From the intensity and chirp measurements, the a parameter of the
DFB laser is extracted, giving a typical value for the considered device. The
proposed technique offers a fast and simple method for directly measuring the
chirp of an optical signal and the a parameter of semiconductor lasers, making
use of ordinary instrumentation in a photonic laboratory.
Future work
 The pulse generated with a GS VCSEL can be compressed, due to their in-
trinsic chirped nature, by means of two different approaches: by employing
a Dispersion Shifted Fiber (DSF) with negative dispersion at 1550 nm or by
the design of a adequate Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG). In the latter case, the
PROUD technique reported would be helpful for a precise characterization of
the pulse TRC.
 Optical injection can be used to control the laser chirp, as it has been demon-
strated in similar devices, and in this case it would be interesting to investigate
the effect of OI both on the chirp and the jitter. OI can also be extended to
case of VCSEL-to-VCSEL injection, that is an interesting solution in practi-
cal communication systems, due to the easy integration on the same chip of
two VCSELs. It would be also interesting to investigate VCSEL-to-VCSEL
OI in non linear regime of injection, such as periodic pulsations in limit cycle
and period doubling, for the generation of period adjustable pulse train from
two dc devices, thus avoiding the use of fast electronics for high speed pulse
generation needed in direct modulation.
 The design of the OCDMA decoder would be relatively easy to obtain by
means of a set of complementary optical delay lines for the autocorrelation
of the detected signal. This solution has special interest due to the fact that
the electronics needed in the decoder would have to satisfy the bit rate of the
original signal, 20 Mb/s in the presented system, thus avoiding fast electronics
components but still allowing the multi users nature of the OCDMA channel.
 The implementation of PROUD can be upgraded to a real-time, single-shot
version with the use of a Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) in place of the
rotatable polarizer and connecting the two orthogonally polarized outputs of
the PBS to a balanced photodetector. This corresponds to implement the
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previously reported balanced PROUD based on a MZ interferometer, with the
advantages of a fiber based birefringent interferometer, such as temperature
stability and low cost component as the PMF. A balanced PROUD based on
PMF would allow the measurement of the TRC with improved signal to noise
ratio at higher data rate than the one reported in this Thesis.
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